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PREFACE

Let my apology for this small work be the urgency of the

case ; for the work of missionary, administrator, and every

one else whose bounden duty it is to know the native, must

of necessity be feeble and limited until they have learned

the language. This limitation has pressed heavily upon me

during the last three years, and the need for translations,

the advent of new missionaries, and the opening up of this

hitherto unknown district to the preaching of the Gospel,

has made this publication an absolute necessity. Much help

has been given me by my Mugishu boy, Andrew Polo, and

a Muganda teacher Alexander.

I am indebted to the Rev. W. A. Crabtree for some

grammar notes, as well as to his " Elements of Luganda."

I also owe much to "A Handbook of Luganda," by the

late G. L. Pilkington, B.A., and have taken the liberty of

using that book as my model.

I also thankfully acknowledge help received from "An

Elementary Lunyoro Grammar," by H. E. Maddox, Esq.,

" A Handbook of the Swahili Language," by Bishop Steere,

revised and enlarged by A. C. Madan, M.A., and Father

Torrend's " Comparative Grammar of Bantu Languages,"

from the preface of which I take the words peculiarly

applicable to this part of the world, " For the love of God

learn the native languages. I have come across millions of

men who need but to hear Our Lord's words .... to

become so many good and happy Christians."

If this book assists in any way to bring about such a■

consummation, I shall be infinitely more than repaid.

J. B. PURVIS.

Nabumali,

Masaba,

Holy Week, 1907.
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A MANUAL OF

LUMASABA GRAMMAR

INTRODUCTION

There seems little doubt but that in the country of Masaba,

i.e. the land on and near Mount Elgon, we have the most

primitive language of what might well be called the Victoria

Nyanza Bantu group.

There is undoubtedly something more than legend in the

story that long, long ago a vast body of people, probably

Gallas,* led by two brothers, came from the east and settled

for a time at Masaba. Here they discussed the direction

of their further wanderings, and it was finally decided to go>

off north-east

At Bugondo, a large hill in the Teso country, overlooking

Lake Kyoga, and from which can be seen the countries of

Usoga, Unyoro, and Uganda, there are pits pointed out

from which the natives declare these early wanderers quarried

the ore with which to provide iron for their weapons.

After a stay at Bugondo, it was agreed to separate. The

elder brother, Lukidi, crossed Lake Kyoga and took pos

session of Unyoro; while Kintu crossed to Usoga, where

he settled his nephew, and then went on to Uganda, where

his name is still well known in connection with legends

dealing with the beginning of things in that country.

Probably large numbers of the Negroid natives of Masaba

joined the Hamitic invaders and went off with them west

ward, whilst other Bantu Negroids are said to have gone off

independently toward the south, settling throughout Kavi-

rondo and still farther on; and some few more daring

spirits are accredited with having crossed the Lake Victoria

to Uganda.

Certain it is, there seems a wonderful relationship, which

* A. H. Keane's " Ethnology," second edition.
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can scarcely be wholly due to the similarity of construction

that exists in all Bantu tongues, between Lumasaba and

Lukavirondo and Lusukuma towards the south, and between

Lumasaba and Lugwere (old Lusoga), Lunyoro, and

Luganda.

It remains but to compare the dialects spoken in the

districts of Ketosh, Bunyuli, Bugwere, Bulamogi, and South

east Kyagwe, North Bulondaganyi, and the shores of Lake

Kyoga to find the stages of transition.

Such a comparative study would, I am certain, well repay

the effort j but I can refer to it only incidental'.y, in order

to make known a striking peculiarity in Lumasaba.

Learners are always reminded that " one characteristic

of Bantu grammatical structure is that nouns have prefixes

according to classes." As the languages of the Victoria

Nyanza Bantu group are at present used, this is not strictly

correct, for no learner can possibly differentiate by the

class prefix the singular of Class I. from the singular of

Class II., or the plural of Class III. from the singular of

the same class, or the plural of Class VI. from the plural

of Class III. ; and it is not until the pronominal concords

are known that nouns can be correctly classified.

This confusing similarity in substantival class forms, but

clear differentiation of classes in pronominal agreements, is

a real difficulty to one trying to- learn Luganda, for the

noun is often represented pronominally by a form quite

foreign to the known substantival form, e<g.—

Clam Noun. Poss. Proa. Form. Pron. Form.

S. omu,«/«,* man wan^e (the mail) bamwlcse, they have

brought him

T.otonA, the men bangr, they of me tabaJese, they have
■>!,•• . brought them

11. S. 0mmS, a tree grange, mine or

it of me

bagalese, they have

brought it
it' . ,

P. cmxt t, the trees gyange, mine or baplese, they have

brought themthey of me

IIL S. enU, • cow yange tagilete, they have

brought it

P. enU, the cowl lange baalese, they have

vML
brought them
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Class. Noun. Pom. Pron. Form. Pron. Form.

IV. S. ekintu, a thing kyangt bakilese, they have

brought it

P. ebintu, the things byange babilese, they have

brought them

> v. S. ejinja, a stone Xyange baWlese, they have

brought it

P. amainja, the stones gunge bagalae, they have

brought them

VI. S. olugojte, a cloth XvtMgC baXvJese, they have

brought it

T. engoye, the cloths lange bazUese, they have

brought them

So far as I am aware, no hint has ever been given as

to why, to take one case only, the pronominal forms of

Class II. should be " gu " and " gi " ; and, bearing in mind

the difficulty to account for the initial vowel, I have dared

to think that the substantival class forms found in the

Victoria Nyanza Bantu group, are not now in their original

perfect forms ; and, as evidence in favour of this opinion, .

I most respectfully ask the attention of all interested in

"Bantu" to the class forms used by these primitive

mountain people, the Bagishu, or Bamasaba :—

Class. Noun. Poss. Pron. Form. Pron. Form.

I. S. umuff<r«, a man w«« bamurtitrt

P. bibandu • baw bahirercre

II. S. kumubano, a knife kwase bakurerere
P. k■xmibano

kyase
kak■verere

III. S. ingafu, a cow yase bak\rerere

P. Isingafu Isase batsirerere

IV. S. kikindu, a thing kyase
bdk■\rerere

P. bib.indu byase babWerere

V. S. Wbali, a stone lyase baVrerere

P. k&maba/i lULU
bo■<xrerere

VI. S. Ivtgoye, a piece of bark

P. \s\ngoye

'Ivase bawerere

tsase batsirerere

It will be understood that "u" before "a" becomes "w."

„ „ "i" before "a" becomes "y."

The "ku" and "ki" of Class II. are often heard "gu" and "gi :»»
♦' ki " and " ka " may be heard " gi " and " ga."
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I have purposely chosen for comparison the first six

classes only, because the remaining classes are subordinate.

It is interesting to note that as long ago as 1888 the

Rev. F. W. Kolbe * suggested that the primitive form of

the classifier " MU- " of Class I. was " Ku-rau-." Torrend, t

commenting on this, says, " This seems to me unwarranted."

Since we now know that here, at Masaba, there is such

a form as "Ku-mu-," though belonging to the hitherto

known " Mu-mi," or Second Class, is it not probable that

Kolbe really did hear such a form and mistook its class ?

The late Mr. Pilkington in his " Handbook of Luganda,"

p. 11, writes of Class V. : "The singular prefix seems to

have been ' li-,' but this does not occur in many words of

this class."

Mr. Maddox, in his "Elementary Lunyoro Grammar,"

p. 12, gives the class prefix of Class V. as "e-ri" or "i-."

In a work of this kind it is impossible to pursue the

subject further ; but it will be well for the student in Luma-

saba to bear in mind that the language he hears at Halasi,

Bunyuli, and Ketosh, is Lumasaba in a state of transition,

i.e. very much the same vocabulary and construction, except

that what shall be called in this work the Ittitial Prefixes

have been dropped and the well-known Initial Vowels have

taken their place.

This applies to " Bantu," Kavirondo, though there he will

find a greater diversity of vocabulary and dialect.

It is quite beyond me to suggest why the plurals of

Classes III. and VI. should have similar initial prefixes.

The plural "tsi-," or "zi-," is, I understand, found in South

CHAPTER I

PRELIMINARY NOTE, SALUTATIONS, AND QUESTIONS

No greater mistake can be made in the learning of a living

language than to give undue attention to written matter, to

* "A Language Study based on Bantu," by the Rev. F. W. Kolbe.

London : Triibner.
t " A Comparative Grammar ofthe South African Bantu Languages," i

by J. Torrend, S.J., 1891, p. 73.
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the neglect of Nature's own method, a constant, careful, and

patient use of the ear.

It is possible by the former method to become a perfect

grammarian and at the same time remain such a bad

linguist as to be unintelligible to the native.

By the second method, given the student is put into the

way of asking a question, is not deaf, has some ear for

music, and is willing, so far as the new language is con

cerned, to forget whatever kind of English pronunciation

he may have been accustomed to, there is no reason why,

with application, he should not gain in a short time a fair

colloquial knowledge of the language before him.

This knowledge should be guided and corrected by

constant reference to whatever written matter can be pro

cured, more especially by the rules of grammar, if such are

in existence.

It is hoped that the following pages may to some extent

serve the purpose indicated above; arid the following

salutations and questions afe recommended as likely to

prove of immediate use.

Salutations.

Kukyesa, to salute.

Bikukyesa, salutations (Lit. the words to salute).

Mutual greetings irrespective of time :—

Mulembe? or Miranbet Mulembe. Peace? Peace.

Vlame? Ulame? A very old form, and probably means Are you

there? Axeyou there?

Wena? Wenai Are you (well) ? Are you (well) ?

Wenayo 1 IVenayo I How are they there ? (from where.'you have

come ?)

Yoha t Yoka ? Same as Wena t Probably borrowed from Nilotic.

Morning Salutations.

Wagoner* orycna 1 How have you slept ?

r Nagonere bulahi. Njebewe 1* I have slept well. Perhaps you ? i.e.

How about yourself?

Bengo (Ba ingo) baryena t How are those at home ? _ v

Baliyo balwahire. They are well. How are you?

Afternoon Salutations.

IVabuyire oryena 1 (or orye). How have you passed the day ?

Nabuyire bulahi. .Njebewel I have passed it well. Perhaps you?

If the person addressed is ill, he uses the word niudwala, I am ill,

instead of bulahi. ■ _____

* Njebenywe is used to return the question in the plural.
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Evening Salutations,

The afternoon form is used, with the addition that in

answer to the question Njebewel the person addressed

answers Nebulota, which means, Though I am well now,

sickness may return in the night-time.

Good-bye.

There is no proper form used. The departing guest says Nitsya,

I am going ; to which is answered Nutsye, Go then, or You may go ;

to which is often added the wish Wule, or Wule bulahi, May you

reach or May you reach safely.

Nutsye wule bulahi. Go, may you reach safely.

Nule bulahi. May I reach safely.

Nutsye ugona bulahi. May you go and sleep well.

Ngone bulahi. May I sleep well.

Questions.

Kino Una ? What is this ?

Kina kira f What is that yonder ?

Ki nahi f Is this not it ?

Jtsa umbolere lisina lya kyo. Come, that you may tell me the name 01

this.

Mbolera lisina lya kyo t Tell me the name of this ?

Mbolera lisina lya kira t Tell me the name of yonder thing ?

Saiuhulira (shortened from Is* hakuhulira). I do not hear.

Sahuhulira, loma lundi. I do not hear, say it again.

Loma lundi. Say it again.

Lundi. Again.

Lisina lyo nanhu t What is your name ?

Uloma kina t What dp you say ?

Ugana kina t What do you want ?

Wama hena ? Where are you from ?

Utsya hena t Where are you going ?

Ugana iukola kina ? What do you want to do ?

Idiomatic Ways ofasking the Question " Why."

Kikulobeye kukwitsa kina ? Why did you refuse to come ?

Kina kigirire tvala kwitsa f Why did you not come ?

Kina kigira ukatsya f Why have you not gone ?

Kina kigira akagobola ? Why is he not returned ?

Kina kigirire balaire kugobola ? Why have they not returned ?

Kina kyagira bala kugobola t Why did they not return ?

Kina ktiukingiriye kukwitsa wangu t Why did you not come at once

Kina kigira ukateka? Why do you refuse to cook ? /

Kina kijririre walahakuteka t Why have you not cooked ?

Kina ktkukolesere kirit What causes you to act thus ?

Kikukolesere kiryt kina t Why did you do this or that ?

Ukolert kina oryo t Why have you done thus ?•

Wakola kina oryo ? Why did you do thus ?

Kina kigira, ukola oryo t or Kigira ukola oryo kina t Why are you *

doing thus ?
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Urerere kattutsi ka ki t Why have you brought the water ?

Kikurererekina t Why have you come ? (Lit. What has brought you?)

Lama Itigirire ukola oryo 1 Give the reason why you act thus ?

CHAPTER II

THE ALPHABET

The sounds used in the Lumasaba language may be fairly

accurately expressed by means of the following symbols :—

a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, 1, m, n, o, p, r, s, t, u, v, w, y, z.

The vowel sounds are as follows :—

a as a in " father," ama, from. i as i in " tin," minya, cheat,

a as a in "anon," gana, want. o as o in "hole," kikoto, chamber,

e as a in " lake," rera, bring. o as o in " song," songola, sharpen.

« as e in "beg," bega, shave, u as u in " rule," fura, blow,

i as i in "pique," bika, hide. u as u in "full," tuna, leap.

u before another vowel is sounded, and will be written w.

The Consonants.

b is sometimes interchangeable with p, and often takes

the place of p and h after n.

c used in combination with h to form a sound similar to

the Scotch, Irish, and German sounds in loch, och ! and ach 1

d sounded as in English. Often interchangeable, for

euphonic reasons, with 1, r, and t. It always takes the

place of 1 and t when those letters are preceded by n. (See

Verb-tables.)

f as in English. The pronoun "n-" when placed before

( either receives the letter i to enable it to be sounded, or

it is silent.

g is very difficult to distinguish from k. In some few

words only can the difference be clearly heard.

h, an aspirate. After n it becomes b, and the n is

lengthened torn; or the n is lengthened to m and the h

disappears without compensation being given. This letter

can easily be mistaken for w, and sometimes these letters

are interchangeable.

j sounded as in English, but often hardly distinguishable

from g. The pure j sound is very seldom heard here j ts is
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used to take its place, but the hardening process can be

easily traced, e.g., itsu, inzu, inju or mju, a house.

k as in English. Often indistinguishable from g.

1 is often interchangeable with r. There are, however,

words in which each is definitely defined ; for instance, no

one would ever think of saying borela for bolera. When

preceded by n it becomes d.

m is sounded as in English.

n as in English. Followed by t, s, and f it is either silent

or takes the vowel i, cg. "ni-." It is lengthened to m

before b.

p sounded as in English. Often interchangeable with b.

r as in English, but more generally with the Scotch roll,

nr. After certain letters it is sounded 1.

s as in English.

t as in English. . When preceded by n it is sounded d.

See note on j for use of ts as j and z.

v as in English. Unheard among some clans, and often

indistinguishable from f.

w as in English. Often difficult to distinguish from h.

Takes the place of u when that letter is followed by a vowel.

y as in English. Like w it is used as a semi-vowel. It

takes the place of i when that letter is followed by another

vowel.

z as in English. Used here with introduced words only.

With other clans it is used in certain words in place of our

sand ts.

Elision of Vowels.

Although when writing the language it is generally

necessary to note every letter, it will be found that when

speaking the following change elisions take place :—

before i becomes i.

„ o ,, y, sometimes o. .

„ u „ o or u.

• ii a *•

a „ a „ w.

u „ i „ w.

a „ o „ w.

Some vowel changes will be found in the Verb-tables (Ch.

VII.). As a rule, the initial vowel of the verb stem*

predominates.

!fofe a b x a.

n i it eori.

it ■ n oorn.

n 0 it 0.

M • tt a.

tt i n >.

n 0 H o.

ti a it y, sometimes a.
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CHAPTER III

THE SUBSTANTIVE

Lumasaba Substantives may be conveniently divided into

six Primary and six Subsidiary Classes, each, as a rule,

distinguishable by its Prefixes. These prefixes, as they

stand before the stem of a word to form a noun, are as

follows :— •

Primary. Pref. Stem. English. Subsidiary* Pref. Stem. English.

ciasT" Class

I. S. u-mu-ndu a person VII. S. ka-fumo a small spear

P. ba-ba-ndu persons Diminutive P. bu-fumo small spears .

II. S. ku-mu-bano \ knife VIII. Quantity S. bi-lasire a drop of blood

P. ki-mi-bano knives Diminutives

III.
S. »■-/»- gafu

a cow, IX. S. gu-bano a very large knife

P. tsi-n-gafu cows , Augmentative P. gi-mi-bano very large knives

IV. S. ki-sala a tree X. S. ha-ndu the place

P. bi-sala trees Place

V. S. l-i'bali a stone XL S. ku-fwa death

P. ka-ma-bali stones Infinitive

VI. S. lu-kingi

P. tsi-n-gingi

a hill XII. See note

hills below.

There are no genders or cases.

It will be seen that the prefix " ba- " of Class I. is redupli

cated, and, although the laws which govern these prefixes

are dealt with in Chapter V., we had better notice here that

the plural of Class I., the singular and plural of Class IV.,

the singular and plural of Class VI., the singular and plural

of Class VII., the singular of Class IX., Classes X. and XI.,

and the plural of Class XII., may reduplicate their one

prefix, in order to comply with certain euphonic laws.

As a rule, they are reduplicated when the stem of a noun

begins with a vowel, or, as in the case of a person or thing,

when the stem is monosyllabic, eg.—

kt-ki-ttdu, a thing. bi-H-ndu, things. ~ ~ ,

gu-gu-udu, a giant.

See below for examples.

Notes on Classes.

Class I. contains words denoting the Divine Spirit

and human beings. As a rule, these words are clearly
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distinguishable by the prefixes given above, but there are

exceptions.

Examples—

umusetsa, a man.

umwana, a child.

umwami, a chief.

umukana, a girl.

Irregular—

Were, God.

papa, father."

mayi, mother.

kuka, grandfather.

basetsa, men.

babana, children.

babami, chiefs.

, girl*.

bapapa, fathers.

damayi, mothers.

bakuka, grandfathers.

Class IL contains substantives which in the singular

have the prefixes " ku-mu-," and in the plural " ki-mi-."

The "ku-" and "ki" are often sounded "gu-" and "gi-,"

and may be so used without fear of being misunderstood.

For the sake of being able to differentiate at a glance

between this class and the Augmentative Ninth Class, the

" ku-" and "ki-" will be retained here, and used throughout

this work.

Examples—

kumuliro,

kumunve,

kumukono,

kumusango,

kumulimu,

kumusinga.

a fire,

a head,

an arm.

a judgi

a task,

a hive.*

kumusamhua, an evil spirit.

kimiliro,

kimiruie,

kimikono,

kimisango,

kimilimu,

kimisinga,

fires.

heads.

arms.

judgments.

tasks.

hives.

kimisambwa, evil spirits.

Class III. is a wonderfully convenient class to the

Bagishu and to the learner, for it consists chiefly of names

of things pertaining to the daily life. Its prefixes are, for

the singular, "i-n-,w and for the plural " tsi-n-."

The names of most animals find a place in this class.

The prefix "-n-" drops out before any stem beginning

with " s," " t," " k," " f," and some with " h."

When prefixed to stems beginning with " b " or " o," the

" -n- " is lengthened to " m."

Examples—

ingoko, a fowl.

imbwa, a dog.

ingisi, an antelope.

inbeba, a mouse.

imbago, a hoe.

imam, an eye.

ifsttj

tsingoko, fowls.

tsiiubwa, dogs.

tsingisi, antelopes.

tsimbeba, mice.

tsimbagt, hoes.

tsimoni, eyes.

tsitsu, . bouse*.
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ifwani, a picture. tsifwani, pictures.

ikuttva, a bat. . tsikuhva, oats.

tsisoni, shame.

Where, among some of the clans, the " ts " of the stem is

hardened to "j" or "z," the prefix "-n-" is found in its

place before the " j " or " z," c{.—

" inzu, inju, or enju, a house.

inzovu, injovu, or enjoins, an elephant.

Class IV. is composed of nouns having the singular prefix

" ki-," and the plural " bi-.**

Where the stem of a noun begins with a vowel, the " i "

of the prefix becomes " y." *

Examples—

kisali, a forest.

kikindu, a thing.

kikyaba, a hand.

kikiyalo, an inhabited place.

kisitsa, a portion.

kikyuma, a bead.

kikyeso, a fireplace.

kitere, a finger-nail.

bisali, forests.

bibindu, things.

bibyaba, hands.

bibyalo, inhabited places.

bisitsa, portions.

bibyuma, beads.

bibyeso, fireplaces.

bitere, finger-nails.

The Bagishu have a curious habit of putting almost any

noun into this class. When persons are denominated here,

it may be done sometimes, certainly not always, with the

idea of contempt.

Class V. is distinguished by the singular prefixes "l-i-,"

and the plural " ka-ma-."

Many names of liquids have one form only, the plural of

this class.

Examples—

l>g'<

hrumba,

• line,

litala,

liliaftt,

Uganda,

an Cgg.

it hump,

an army,

an enclosure,

a cow hide. .

a multitude.

iihalamba, a hornet.

litungu, a harp.

kamaberi,

kamalcsi,

kamare,

kametsi,

kamagi,

kamarumba,

kamahe,

kamatala,

katnahafu,

kamaganda,

humps,

armies,

enclosures,

cow hides,

multitudes.

kamahalamba, hornets.

ngu, harps.

milk,

medicine,

spittle,

water.

kamalasire, blood (animal).

Class VI. takes nouns that are known by their singular

prefix "lu-." .
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The plural prefix is similar to the plural of Class III.,

- tsi-" and, with certain words, " tsi-n- " and " tsi-m."

The language of a nation is expressed by the singular of

this class.

Example—

lulwiga, a horn.

lulutsi, a river.

lusaya, a jaw.

lukuimbo, a song.

lutsiyi, a chain.

lukoba, a thong.

luhingo, a bow.

a conversation,

a sword blade,

an artifice.

tsitsign,

tiilsutsi,

tsisaya,

tsinyimbo,

tsitsiyi,

tsingoba,

tsimingo,

isinomo,

tsindima,

tsimbomero,

Lumasaba, the language of Masaba.

Zugisku, the language of the Bagishu.

Luganda, the language of Uganda.

horns.

rivers.

jaws.

songs.

chains.

thongs.

bows.

conversations.

swords.

artifices.

Class VII.

(a) A Diminutive Class into which substantives from

any other class may be put by using the prefixes

peculiar to this class, i.e. "ka-" for the singular,

and " bu-" for the plural.

Examples—
i kaltui,

kakana.

kakiga,

kakalo,

a little goat,

a little girl,

a streamlet,

a little hom.

a small garden.

kakuma, a small bead.

kakaba, a little hand.

kamayi, a little mother.

kaliro, a small fire.

kabeba, a small mouse.

kaboni, a small eye.

Note the imported

bubusi, little goats.

bubwana, little girls.

bubutii, streamlets.

bubwiga, little horns.

. bubwalo, small gardens.

bubuma, small beads.

bubwaba, small hands.

bumayi, little mothers.

buliro, small fires.

bubeba, small mice. •

buboni, small eyes.

"b" before the "o" of stem

" oni," eye.

(b) A class for substantives in " bu-," some of which

are of abstract meaning. They are plural only in

form, and take plural agreements, but the sense

conveyed is, as compared with English, singular.

Examples—
bukvayi, sickness. bunyasi, grass.

bubi, badness. bu/u, flour.

bulaki, goodness. buU, a small grain.

bakuna, nakedness. busera, a strong drink.

buia, nothingness.
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As a reason for introducing these words here, rather

than form a separate class, note the following from "A

Handbook of Luganda " :—

11 Grammatically, there can be no question as to the convenience of

classing together divisions (a) and (4). Whether this is a correct classi

fication, etymologically, is not so easy to determine. However, an

. abstract idea can only be obtained by comparing a number of concrete

objects, all of which share in this abstract quality ; hence, perhaps, the

plural form."

Negative infinitives, when used as nouns, are classified

here.

Class VIII. contains diminutives of quantity. This sub

sidiary class is really the plural of Class IV. used to

describe a small quantity which is not so diminutive as that

described by Class VII. The idea conveyed is often plural.

Examples—

btfura, a little butter. bitiyanta, little pieces of beef.

biku, small pieces offirewood. bibitsi, a little water.

Class IX. is an augmentative class, into which nouns

from any other class may be put.

For the sake of making a clear distinction between this

class and Class II., the prefixes should be remembered as

"gu-" and "gi-mi," although in conversation "ku" will

probably be heard as often as " gu."

But for the fact that the second prefix, f -mi-," of the plural

second class appears here, it would have been just as possible

to distinguish the augmentative were "ku-" and "ki-" used

in place of "gu-" and "gi-." Seeing, however, that this

would prevent the immediate recognition, in the plural at

'gu-" and "gi-mi-" hadany rate, of the augmentative, the

better always be written.

Examples—

gusala, a giant tree. gimisala, giant trees.

gubano, a large knife. gimibano, large knives.

guliro, a large fire. gimiliro, large fires.

gutsu, a large house. gimitsu, large houses. ;

gugintdu, a giant man. gimindu, giants.

gubali, a large stone. gimibali, large stones.

gukoko, a giant fowl. gimikolto, giant fowls.

gugwaba, a large hand. gimyaba, large hands.

guguma, a large bead. gimyuma, large beads.

gugi, a large egg. gimigi, large eggs.

gigwiga, a large horn. gimiga, large horns.

guhoasi, a big sickness. gimtlwasi, big sicknesses.

B
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The student will find it a good exercise to put the

examples given in Class VII. and this class back into their

ordinary classes.

Class X. is composed of words adverbial in character,

which give the idea of place, and often take the place of

substantives. There is only one form of prefix, " ha-."

Examples—

handu ha Were, the place of God.

hatidn host, everywhere.

handi, elsewhere. '

Class XL contains infinitives (positive) of verbs used as

substantives, and some words with a substantial meaning,

which take the preposition " ku " for prefix.
■ When a plural is necessary, and possible, it follows the

Fifth Class, "ka-ma-"

Examplei—

knfwa, death. - kukuru, an ear.

kufukirira, faith. kamaru, ears.

kuganana, brotherly love. kundulo, the border, edge.

kukwikcya, joy.

Class XII. is called into existence to tabulate things which,

as a rule, are foreign to the Bamasaba. Names of countries,

foods, diseases, and other things that have been introduced,

all enjoy a personified classification, i.e. they follow the agree

ments of the First Class.

There are also names of certain birds and animals which

receive a like classification, and have the distinctive prefixes

wna-mu-" for the singular, and "ba-na-mu-" for the plural.

These prefixes are found in the designation of a widow, e.g.—

namulekwa, banamulekwa.

Sometimes the "-mu-" is left out, and the "na-" only

appears as prefix for the singular ; " ba-na- " for the plural.

The names of countries take the prefix " bu-," and these

can be made adverbial by prefixing "i-" to "bu-"—

liuganda, in Uganda. Bearing in mind the diversity in

form of many nouns claiming classification, according to

their agreements, in Class L, and the necessary introduction

of words which must take the same agreements, although

bearing no distinctive prefix, it seems more convenient,

though perhaps not strictly correct, to have them here in

this so-called Twelfth Class, in order to leave Class I.

definitely personal. . *
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The following words will convey some idea as to how the

First Class would be mixed up, were all nouns claiming

First Class agreements tabulated there.

Mxamples—

namunyu, a hyaena. banamunyu, hyaenas.

nakulu, a pigeon. banahutu, pigeons.

namulekwa, a widow. banamulekvia, widows.

tiamungongome, a lizard. banamungongome, lizards.

nabulama, beans. makokoli, fibre.

nabukubo, Indian corn. Buganda, Uganda.

Mayito, ground nuts. Bungereta, England.

kalundu, small-pox.

The Power of Class Prefixes.

The student will understand more thoroughly the peculiar

power which can be conveyed by the use of certain prefixes

from the following :—

Class III. ingafu, a cow.

Class VII. kakafu, n little cow.

Class IX. gnkafu, a large cow.

Class IV. kikafu, a short, fat (stumpy) cow.

Class VI. lukafu, a tall, thin cow.

CHAPTER IV

THE ADJECTIVE

In Lumasaba, as in kindred Bantu languages, there are

remarkably few true adjectives; and to make up for this

lack, a substantive or verb is sometimes used, as the case

may require. Examples of such uses are given at the end

of this chapter.

The Lumasaba adjective agrees with the noun or pro

noun which it qualifies in number and class; and this

agreement is shown by the adjective taking the same prefix

or prefixes as the word it qualifies. Laws for the modifica

tion of this rule are given in Chapter V.
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Noun. Adjective. English.

I.

II.

IU.,

IV.

v.

VL

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XL

XII.

S. umuttdu umulehi

P. babatidu balehi

S. kumuba kumulahi

P. kimyuba kimirahi

S. ingafu ingali

P. Uingafu tsingali

S. kisala kikcche

P. bisala Ukeche

S. libali litiohe

P. kamabali kamatsohe

S. lulwiga lugore

P. tiUsiga tsigore

S. kabuii kawanga

P. bubusi buwanga

S. bibitti bibire

S. gugundu gttmali

P. gimindu gimimali

S. Aano £<?j(

S. kufukirira kufutyu

S. mayito umutwera

P. mayito bangi

a tall man

tall men

a good sugar-cane

good sugar-canes

a large cow

large cows

a small tree

small trees

a large stone

large stones

an old horn

old horns

a small white goat

small white goats

a drop of hot water

a black giant

black giants

this place is bad

little faith

one ground nut

many ground nuts

\

Stem of
Adjective.

-lehi

-lahi

-gali

-keche

•tsohe

-gore

-wanga

-bire

-mali

-bi

-futyu

-twera

-ngi

The word buli, each, every, is an exception to the rule

that adjectives take the same prefix or prefixes as the nouns

they qualify, and that an adjective follows the noun with

which it agrees. Buli invariably precedes the noun :—

buli mundu, every man, in buli kindu, each thing.

the sense of buli kandu, each place.

each person. buli kumuliro, each fire.

buli babandu, each body of buli ttga/u, each cow.

persons.

The initial prefix '' u-" of Class L, and " i-" of Class III.,

go out because of the final " i " of buli.

The adjectives

■csi, all, every,

•nyene, alone, by himself, herself, or itself,

-ombi, both,

are given in Chapter VI., as their agreements are pro-

Demonstrative Adjectives.

There are three'Demonstrative Adjectives: uno, ttyo, ula;

they are also pronouns, and, their declension being pro-'

nominal, they are given in Chapter VI.
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Interrogative Adjectives.

There are three Interrogative Adjectives—

Nanu t Who ? -enga t How many ?

JCinal What?

The adjective kinat may sometimes be shortened to

kit—

Bandu ki t What men ? or What sort of men ?

To ask the question " for what ? " or " what for ? " the

initial prefix and variable preposition " -a " is used with

ki or kitta—

Class. Singular. Plural. dan. Singular. Plural.

i. waki? baki? VII. kaki! bwaki?

ii. kwaki t kyaki? VIII. . byaki?

in. yaki? tsaki? IX. giuaki? tyaki?

IV. kyaki? byaki? X. haki?

V. lyaki? kaki? XI. kwaki ?

VI. Iwaki? tsaki? > XII. waki ! baki?

1

Example—

warerere libali, he has brought the slate ; lyaki ? what for ?

Other examples of the use of kinat more especially

idiomatic ways of asking the question " why ? " are given

in Chapter I., from which the following is taken :—

kikukoUscre kiryo kina t why did you do this ? (Lit. what caused

you to do that ?)

kitta kigirire walakwitta t why did you not come ? (Lit. what

behoved you not to come?)

Order of Adjectives.

We have seen that with the exception of buli, adjectives

always follow the word with which they agree. They are

preceded, however, by possessive pronouns and demonstra

tive and numeral adjectives, in the order seen in the

following example :—

kimibano kyase kira kyenda kiri mibi, my nine knives yonder are

bad.

When two or more adjectives are used to qualify one
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noun, it is not necessary to connect them with a con

junction.

Numeral Adjectives.

{A) Cardinal numbers—

I, -twera

< 2, -biri, sometimes eu»

phonically -viri

3, -taru

5, -ratio

6, -sesaba

7, musafu

8, kinane

9, kyenda

10, kikumi

11, kikumi na -twera

12, kikumi na -biri

13, kikumi na -taru

14, kikumi na -me

15, kikumi na -rano.

' 16, kikumi na -sesaba.

17, kikumi na miua/u

IB, kikumi na kinane

19, kikumi na kyenda

■ 20, kamakumi kabiri

21, kamakumi kabiri na

-Iwera, etc., up to

31, kamakumikatam, etc.,

up to

100, kamakumi kikumi.

This is known as

Litondo

101, litondo na -twera, etc.

op to

110, litondo na kikumi na

■twera, etc., up to

120, litondo ni kamakumi

kabiri. Note change

ofConjunction from

wo to

121, litondo ni kamakumi

kabiri na -tivera,

etc., up to

200, kamatondo kabiri

201, kamatondo kabiri na

•twera, etc., up to

220, kamatonda kabiri ni

kamakumi iabiri

221, kamatonda kabiri ni

kamakumi kabiri na

•ttoera, up to

IOOO, kamatondo kikumi

tool, kamatondo kikumi na

■twera, etc., up to

20CO, kamatondo kikumi ki-

mirtmdu kibirt

10,000, kamatondu kikumi ki-

mirundu kikumi

10,100, kamatondo kikumi ki-

mirunau kikumi ni

litondo

1 1,OCO, kamatondo kikttmi ki-

mirundu kikumi ni

kamatondo kikumi

100,000, kamatondo kikumi ki-

mirundu kitondo.

The numbers 1 to 6, inclusive, and the interrogative

-enga t how many ? are declinable, and take the prefix (see

below) of the word to which they refer.
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Declension of Numeral Adjectives i to 6, and -Enga?

Class. One. Two. Three. Four. FivC. Six.
How
many?

I. S. mutwera

P. batwera babiri bataru bane barano basesaba bengat

II. S. mutwera

P. kimitwera kibiri kitaru kine kirano kisesaba kyenga ?

III. S. ndwera

P. tsindwera isibiri tsitaru tsine tsirano tsisesaba tsenga ?

IV. S. kitwera

P. bilwera bibiri bitaru bine birano bisesaba byenga ?

V. S. litwera

P. kamahvera kabiri kataru kane karano kasesaba
kenga ■I

VI. S. lutwera

P. tsitulwera isibiri tsitaru tsine tsirano tsisesaba tsenga ?

VII. S. katwera

P. butwera bubiri butaru bune buratto busesaba bwenga f

VIII. S. bilwera
pJr • ■

IX. S. gutwera

P. gimitwera gibiri gitafu gine giratio gisesaba gyenga?

X. S. hatwera

P. /tatwera habiri hataru hane harano hasesaba kenga T

XI. S. kutwera
p

XII. S. mutwera

P. batwera babiri bataru bane barano basesaba benga?

Note.—The plural forms of " one " mean " some " in the

sense of " one lot."

The singular of Class VI. is used to express

"once."

Hatwera of Class X. is used to express " in one

place," "together," " all together."

See Rule E. of Chapter V. for modification of

initial prefixes when the adjective is used

predicatively.

It should be carefully noted that the initial

prefix " u-" of Class I., " ku- " of Class IL, and

" i- " of Class III., is not used with the numeral

"-twera," except to emphasize the article

specified, eg.—

rera kumubano mutwera, bring a knife.

rera kumubano kumutwera, bring the knife.
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rera umundu mutwera, bring a person.

rera umundu umutwera, bring the person.

See Chapter V. page 30 for note on the Initial

Prefix and the English Article.

The adjectives "-tayi," "-ndi," and "-lala" are

declined like " -twera," and, like " -twera,"

may be pronouns.

(£) Orditial Numbers— .

" First " is formed by prefixing the necessary initial

prefix to the stem of the verb kunyoha, to begin—

unyoha, kunyoha, inyoha, kinyoha, linyoha, lunyoha, kanyoha,

Unyoha, gunyoha, kanyoha, kunyoha, unyoha.

"Second," "third," '' fourth," " fifth," "sixth," are

formed by prefixing the requisite form of the variable

preposition "of" to the Seventh Class Cardinal

Numeral Adjective of the above numbers—
•unkabiri, wikafaru, wikane, wikarano, vn■kasesaba.

kwikabari, kwikataru, kwikant, kwikarano, kwikasesaba.

iyikabiri, etc., etc.

Declension of the Variable Preposition "-I," of.

Oa»I. ll. III. IV. v. VI. VII. VIII. IX. X. XI. XII.

Sing, wi

Plnr. fe

kwi

ki

iyi

tsi

ki

bi

a Iwi

tsi

ki

bwi

bi gm

S*

hi kwi wi

Hu

"seventh." is formed by prefixing the variable pre

position "-i" to the cardinal numeral, seven, of

Class II.—

ivikumusafu, kwikumusafu, etc.

"eighth" and "tenth" are formed by prefixing the

requisite form of " -i" to the corresponding cardinal

number—

wikinane, kwikinaiu, etc.

iyikikumi, kiiikumi, etc.

"ninth" is formed by inserting "ki" between the

prepositional form and the cardinal number, nine,

wikikytnda, kwikikyenda, etc.

All ordinals above " tenth " are formed by prefixing the
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requisite class form of the variable preposition " -i " to

" kikumi," or " kamakumi," and adding the required cardinal

number—

wikikumi na babiri, the twelfth (man).

iyikikumi na Isirano, the fifteenth cow.

likamakttmi kabiri na kabiri, the twenty-second (stone).

Comparison of Adjectives.

There are no true forms of comparison of adjectives in

the Masaba language, and, like other Bantu languages,

comparisons have to be made by—

(a) the numeral -twera, to express "similar," "the same." .

(£) the adjective -twera, -lala, -ndi, to express "some . • .

others."

(c) an auxiliary verb, to express comparative or superlative.

(d) the verb lengana, to express " similar."

(e) the reduplication of adjective, to express "moderately,"

" rather," " fairly," etc.

(/) nitt affixed to reduplicated adjective, to express "ish."

(g) ko affixed to the adjective before or after reduplication, to

emphasize the depreciatory idea.

Examples—

{a) kikindu kino kitwera ni naki, this thing is like that.

bibindu bitto bitwera, these things are the same (kind, appear

ance).

lijttmo lino litwera ni nali, this spear is like that.

kamafumo kano matwera ni naka, these spears are like those.

tngafu ino indwera ni nera, this cow is like that (yonder).

lifumo lyase litwera ni lilyowo, my spear is the same as yours.

Note the use of both conjunctions, ni and na. Without the

second conjunction, tht.e would be confusion with the Pronominal

Copula (see Ch. VI.). The no final of the Demonstrative Pronoun

has been dropped.

(b) kubisala bino, birikwo bitwera birahi, tie bibindi bibi,

on, or among these trees, there are some good, and others bad.

ku ngafu tsase, tsirikwo tsindala ngali, tie tsindala ngechi,

among my cattle, there are some good, and others bad.

{e) kisala kino kimbi, rera kifura kilehi,

this tree is short, bring a longer one.

umtttidu via Kakungulu afura bosi bulehi,

the man of Kakungulu is greater in height than all.

Note the " bu " prefixed to the adjective " -lehi." When this " btt- "

is prefixed to an adjective, a Qualifying Noun is formed, and may be

added to a sentence to give the comparison a definite meaning ; e.g.—

imbimbo yase ilengana niyowo, my stick is the same as yours.

imbimboyase ilengana niyowo bulehi, my stick is the same height

as yours.

(d) umundu uno alengaua ni nayu, this man is like that.

inga/uyase ilengana niyowo, my cow is the same as yours.
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(e) kisala kilehilM, a moderately tall tree.

umuudu umulahilahi, a fairly good man.

libali ligaligali, a largish stone.

(f) ittga/u inyimbinyimbimu, a shortish cow.

kimibano kinubibimu, poorish knives.

babandu babibimu, rather bad men.

lg) alt mulahiko, or mulahilahiko, he is moderately good.

When comparing things in past time, the singular Far

Past, 3rd per. is used, whether the noun is singular or

plural ; e.g.— • .

tsinga/u liewe abandwera iti tsiisase, your cows were like mine.

kisala kyowo abakiftocra ni kikyowo, my tree was the same as yours.

The class prefix is used between " aba " and " -twera."

When a true adjective is lacking,

(1) the variable preposition " -i" and a substantive

may be used—

babandu ki kamani, men of strength (strong men).

(3) a verb in the Perfect tense is sometimes used—

inyama yaboltre, bad meat. biryo byumire, hard food.

(3) a participle composed of the substantival prefix or

prefixes and the positive subjunctive verbal

stem— •

infanta indeke, cooked meat.

kamapondc kamateke, cooked potatoes.

kumtyo kumungone, a cleansed heart.

Peculiar Adjectival Use of " ku."

km is used in such a way that it can only be explained in

English as meaning "some," "any," "of"—

ngana ku mibano, I want some of the knives.

This use is limited to things in sight, or known to be

near in quantities—

tube ku metsi, give me some water «r give me of the water,

but, Uya urtrakametri, go and bring water (i.e. to the well).

Partitive Forms are given in Chapter VI.

CHAPTER V

SUBSTANTIVAL PREFIXES

Au. Bantu substantives, and, consequently, adjectives and ,

pronouns, are classified by means of prefixes; and this
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seems a more fitting place to consider the peculiarities and

the laws which govern the use of the Lumasaba prefixes

than was possible when dealing with the substantive and

adjective.

Since Class XII. is nothing more than a convenient

division of Class I., and follows the rules laid down for

that Class, we need only concern ourselves with Classes I.

to XI., of which the following are the prefixes :—

Table of Substantival Prefixes.

Class.
Most usual
Prefixes.

Prefixes used

with many
words.

Class.
Most usual
Prefixes.

Prefixes used i

with many
words.

I. S. ti-mu- VI. S. /«- lu-lu-

P. ba- ba-ba- P. tsi-tt- tsi-tsi-

II. S. ku-mu- VII. S.ka ka-lta-

P. ki-mi- P. bu bu-bu-

nr. S. i-ti- i- VIII. S. bi bi-bi-

P. isi-n- fsi-
• IX.

S. gu- gu-gu-

IV. s. a- ki-ki- P. gi-mi-

p. a . bi bi- X. S. ha- ha-ha-

v. S./-I- XI. S. ku- kli-ktt-

P. ka-ma

When the stem of a word belonging to any of the classes

with usually only one prefix is monosyllabic, or begins with

a vowel, the single prefix is reduplicated—

babandu, men ; kikiyaba, a palm.

For the sake of convenience, the two prefixes are herein

differentiated by the names Initial Prefix and Class Prefix ;

so that in the singular of Class I. we have the Initial Prefix

"u-," and the Class Prefix "mu-." Wherever only one

prefix appears, it is the class prefix, and follows any rules

which may affect that, and not the initial prefix. From

this fact it might be argued that the original form was the

double not the single prefix; for now, where one prefix

only may be used, it can be definitely seen, under certain

conditions, to be the second or class prefix ; whilst, it may

be legitimately suggested, the usually dropped initial prefix

is called to do its work when necessary, as in the Insepar

able Pronouns.
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The Initial Prefix and Inseparable Pronouns.

The initial prefixes are used tp form the Inseparable

Pronouns or Pronominal Prefixes. (See Table, Chapter

VI., Part II.)

In the pronominal objective, direct form, it is found

that in order to form a pronominal prefix, the " u-" of

Class I. and the "i-" of Class III. require a consonant to

precede them, and " k " is used—

In the objective of the relative form, the "u-" and

"i-" are changed to uy."

ku, thee. ki, it.

The initial prefix "1-" of Class V. cannot be used alone

to form the Inseparable Pronoun or Pronominal Prefix. It

therefore takes the second prefix " i- " with it in the subjec

tive and objective pf both direct and relative forms—

K and lyo, it.

Other Pronouns.

All Pronouns are, as a rule, classified by the use of the

initial prefixes, and the adverbs "how?" and "thus,"

being pronominal in form, are declined by placing the

requisite initial prefix in front of the stems "-rye" and

■ -ryo/* or " -ri." (See Chapter XI.)

Prefixes with Adjectives.

We saw in the last chapter that adjectives take the same

prefixes as the noun or pronoun which they qualify. It

remains therefore to give the rules which regulate the use

and non-use of the initial prefix.

Rules for the Use and Non-use of the Initial

Prefix.

The Initial Prefix is dropped

(A) in nouns after the prepositions "mu" and

"ku"—

Ure km mulirt, put it on the fire.

tsuka mu meisi, pour into the water.

Note.—As a rule the adjective drops the initial prefix*

when in agreement with a word which has dropped it ; but
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an adjective agreeing with a noun preceded by mu or ku

keeps its initial prefix, e.g.—

ku mabali kumatsohc, on the large stones.

(B) in nouns and adjectives when the question

" what ? " or " which ? " is asked—

metsi it ? what water ? mubano kitia okwo ? what knife is

mibano ki t what knives ? that ?

mulahi ki ? what good ?

(C) (a) in nouns after the word buli—

buli mundu, each or every man. buli munoe, every head.

(b) in nouns and adjectives after buli when the

adjective is predicative—

rera buli mubano mulahi, bring every knife that is good.

In the following sentence the difference will be per

ceived :—

rera buli mubano kumulahi, bring every good knife.

(D) in nouns and adjectives when predicated by the

copula "-H"— *

kiri mirahi, they are good.

kuli mubano mulahi, it is a good knife.

ttiri ngafu ndahi, they are good cows.

tiiri ngafu tsisesaba, they are six cows.

iri ngafu yase, it is my cow.

kametsi higali malahi, the water is not good.:

It will be seen from the above that when the noun which

follows the copula requires a numeral adjective, from one

of the declinable numerals (see Chapter IV.), the numeral

keeps its prefix.

(E) in adjectives when they are predicative—

tsingafu mbi, the cows are bad.

kamabali matsohe, the stones are large.

kametsi malahi la, the water is not good.

kimibanokyo milehi mirahi, your knives are long and good.

kimibanokyo kimilehi mirahi, your long knives are good.

nikyo kimibano mirahi, they are the knives that are good, but

nikyo kimibano kimirahi, they are the good knives.

In those words which show only one prefix, that prefix

stands as the class prefix, and does not disappear when the

rule demands the disappearance of the initial prefix. In

deed it would seem that originally each number of each

class had two prefixes ; and in those words which now show
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only one, it is the class prefix, and the initial prefix must

be understood.

Singular adjectives of Class V., retain the initial " 1- " in

spite of rules, in order to prevent confusion with Class III.

The Initial Prefix and the English Article.

Although it cannot be said that the initial prefix is an

exact equivalent for the English Article, yet that to some

extent it can be used to express the Article may be seen

in its use or non-use with the adjective "-twera," eg.—

rtra ngafu ndwera, bring a cow (bring one cow).

rera ingafu indwtra, bring the cow (bring the one cow).

Where the adjective agrees with a word which shows

only one prefix, that prefix, when attached to " •twera/' is

emphasized by lengthening its vowel, in order to express

' "the"—

rera kisala kihoera, bring a tree.

rtra kisala kitwera, bring the tree.

Lumasaba pronouns are of two kinds, Separable and

Inseparable. The former may stand alone, but the latter

ore always an integral part of the verb, and are known as

Pronominal Prefixes.

CHAPTER VI

PRONOUNS

Part I.—Separable Pronouns.

Personal Pronouns (of Class I.).

 

It,

hot.

I. mi nase, and I or I also,

thou «i' nawe, and thou or thou also,

(ye) he «/' naye, and he or he also,

.we mi nafwe, and we or we also,

you mi nanyive, and you or you also.

>, they mi ttabo, and they or they also.

These forms are often reduplicated for emphasis, Isesese .

T » .
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setiyene, I only or I myself; used also to express " by myself."

toe nyene, thou only or thou thyself „ by yourself.

ye nyene, he only or he himself ,, by himself.

five nyene, we only or we ourselves ,, by ourselves.

untie nyene, you only or you yourselves ,, by yourselves.

bo nyene, they only or they themselves ,, by themselves.

The above are both subjective and objective pronouns.

Possessive Pronouns.

To comprehend thoroughly the possessive pronouns it

is necessary to know the Relative Subject Prefixes of all

the classes, and although we shall find these under the

head of Inseparable Pronouns, they are also given here for

reference :—

Subject Prefixes.

Class I. II. in. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX. X. XI. XII.

Sing, u

Plur. ba

ku 1 ki

bi

li

ka

.hi

1st.

ka bi

bi

ha

ha

ku

ku

k, he, it

ba, theya hi bu

Possessive pronouns are composed of three parts—

(r) the thing possessed ;

(2) the preposition -a, of;

(3) the possessor.

(1) The thing possessed is denoted by the subject

prefix of the class and number required. This prefix is

joined to

(2) the preposition -a, of, before which the vowels of

the prefix undergo the following euphonic changes

u becomes w ;

i becomes y, except in plural of Classes III. and VI.,

where it is elided ;

a is elided.

Preposition "-a" with the Subject Prefixes added.

Class I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX. X. XI. XII. V.■*:/■^£
, • ■ • .■■..*■VSi

.

Sing, wa

Plur. ba

kwa

kya

ya

Isa

kya

bya t

Iwa

Ua

ka

bwa

bya

bya

gwa

gya

ha

ha

kwa

kwa

tun,heofw it of

ba, they, of
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Any one of these combined parts must now be prefixed

to that part which represents—

(3) At* possessor, i.e. the possessive stem of whatever

class and number is required, and the possessive pronoun

is complete.

In Class I. the "a" of the preposition is elided before

the initial vowels of the stem, eg. kwefe (not kwaefe), the

(knife, or whatever other thing of Class II., singular number,

it may refer to) of us.

The Possessive Stems of Class I. corresponding to the

Personal Pronouns are—

•use, me. -eft, us. -otco, thee. •enytve, you.

•eat, him. -mat, them.

The Possessive Stems of all Classes other than I. and XII.

{Class XII.follows I.)—

Ch»I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX. X. XII.

Sinj. 3rd per.

Plur. 3rd per.

kwo

kyo
y kyo

byo

lyo

ko

lwo ko

bwo

byo

byo

kwo

kyo

ho

ko

kwo, it

kwo, themtto ISO

Note similarity between these suffixes and the table of subject

prefixes with the preposition "-a" added. These stems are formed

by tacking the suffix o " to the subject prefix, whereas the first part

of pronouns is the subject prefix with "a" attached.

Formation of Complete Pronoun.

As we have seen above, the Complete Pronoun is formed

by prefixing (1) and (2) to (3), i.e. the subject prefix with

the preposition "-a" attached to the possessive stem.

Elide the preposition "-a" before the possessive stems of

Class I.

REMEMBER.—The Prefix denotes the thing possessed,

the Suffix thepossessor.

Table showing Complete Possessive Pronouns of Class I.,

it. showing each person of Class I. as the possessor of

something denoted as belonging to each class by the prefix.
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Table of Possessive Pronouns referring to Nouns hot of

Classes I. and XII.

Hi

III.

VL

VIL

Till.

XL

XII.

II.

X

%.kwaJewo\

X
V.kyaky

S- ymicwe

X
V.Uatjn

S. kjraJhvo

X
P. by<dcy

S. IjaJnv

X
V.kmky

S. twakwo

X
V.ltakyo

liafaM

X
P. kwakyt

S. byakwo
V.byak ,

S. nm^iiw

X
V.gyakyo

S. kakwo

P.kakyo

S.
V. wakyo

III. IV.

X

kwayo

X
kyatso

yayo

X
tsatso

kyayo

X
byatso

/yayo

X
katso

/wayo

X

kayo

X
bwaiso

byayo
byatso

gwayo

X
gyatso

kayo

kwayo

kwmtm

wayo
watso

wakyo

X
babyo

kwakym
■ X

kyabyo

yakyo

X
tsabyo

kyakyo

X
byabyo

/yakyo

X
kabyo

/wakyo

X
tsabyo

kakyo

X .
bwafyo

byakyo
byabyo

gwakyo\

X

gy*b*

kakyo

kabyo

kwakyo\
kwabyo]

wakyo

wabyo

V.

walyo

X

X
kyako

yalyo

X
tsako

kyaiyo

X
byako

/ya/yo

X
kmko

/walyo

X
tsako

kalyo

X
bwako

byalyo
byako

gwaIyo\

X
gyako

kalyo

homo

kwa/yo\
kwako

walyo
wako

VI.

tvalivo

X
batso

kwalwo\

X
kyatso

ya/wo

X
tsatso

kyn/wo

X
byatso

/ya/wo

X
katso

Iwalwo

X
tsatso

kaltvo

X
broatso

byalwo
byatso

gwa/wo]

X
gyatso

halivo

katso

kwalwo\
kwaixo

wa/wo

watso

VII.

X
babwo

kwako

X
kyabwo

. ako

X
tsabwo

kyako

X
byabwo

lyako

X
kabwo

/wako

X
tsabwo

VIII.

wabyo

X
babyo

kwabyo

X
kyabyo

yabyo

X
tsabyo

kyabyo

X
byabyo

lyabyo

X
kabyo

/wabyo

X
tsabyo

kako I kabyo

X | X
brvabive bwabyo

byako

byabwo

giuako

X
gyabwo

kako

kabwo

kwako
kwabwo

wako
wabwo

byabyo
byabyo

givabyo

X
gyabyo

kabyo
kabyo

kwabyo

kwabyo

wabyo

wabyo

IX.

X
bagyo

kwagwo\

X
kyagyo

yagwo

X
tsagyo

kyagwo

X
byagyo

lyagwo

X

*<*gj>°

Iwafwo

X
\tsagyo

kagwo

X
bwagyo

byagwo
byagyo

g~tvagwo\

eyagyo

kagwo
kagyo

kwagwo\
kwagyo

wagwo
wagyo

X
ba/io

kwako

X
kyako

yaho

X
tsako

kyako

X
byako

lyako

X
kako.

/wako

X
tsako

kako

X
bwako

byako

byako

gnvako

X
gyako

kako

kako

kwako

XI.

X
bakwo

kwakwo

X
kyakwo

■yakwo

X
tsakwo

\k\akwo

, *
^byakwo

lyakxvo

X

Iwakwo

X
tsakwo

\kakwo

i *
bwakwo

byokWO
fiyakwo

gwakwo

, X

kakwo

■kaktue

.ktvakwo

vjako

kwako tcwakioo

wako \wakwo

wakw

Numerals at top of table rive the classes of the possessor ; those at

the side give. classes of the thing possessed.

7/4* v 3/" /if ww/ saves the writing of another table by pointing

oat how the singular prefix may be placed before the plural suffix, or

the plural prefix before the singular suffix, to give wakyo, the (owner)

of them (knives or any other things of Class II.) ; bakwo, the (owners)

of it (its owners).

Note.—It is not necessary to learn the table, but having learned

the subject prefixes and their combination with the preposition -a (of), ,

mod knowing the possessive stems, this and the former table show how

to form complete possessive pronouns.
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As a rule, when possession is claimed over a person, the

complete personal possessive pronoun is used, e.g. papa wase^

my father; but the word wandaye, brother, coalesces with

the personal possessive pronoun with which it is placed in

agreement—

wandayase, my brother. watidaye/we, our brother.

wandayo, thy brother. wandayenyive, your brother.

wandaye, his brother. wandayawe, their brother.

Also the word titayi, mother, is made to coalesce in the

2nd and 3rd persons singular by dropping the "yi" and

prefixing the "ma" to the final "wo" or "we" of the

personal possessive pronoun, e.g. tnawo, mawe.

Whenever the 2nd and 3rd persons singular of the

personal possessive pronoun is used, the final " wo " and

"we" may be dropped—

papawo instead ofpapa wowo, thy father.

kimibanokyo instead of kimibano kyowo, thy knives.

ingafuye instead of ingafuyewe, his cow.

"I" prefixed to the personal possessive pronoun gives

the possessive pronoun, or semi-adverb, " my place," etc.—

iwase, my place. iwefwe, our placei

iiooivo, thy place. hvmywe, your place.

iwewe, his or her place. ru/aive, their place.

The word ingo, home, has one form only for singular

and plural, and takes Class I. agreement—

ingo wase, my home.

mutsye in*o wenywe, go to your homes.

The following combinations of the personal possessive

stem with " wa-kya " and " ba-kya " are used to express

friendship—

wakyase, my friend. bakyase, my friends.

wakyowo, thy friend. bakyowo, thy friends.

wakyeivc, his or her friend. bakyave, his or her friends.

wakyefwe, our friend. bakye/we, our friends.

wakyenyzoe, your friend. bakyenywe, your friends.

wakyawe, their friend. . bakymve, their friends.

"uwase" is used when claiming the friendly attention of
a person, and as an exclamation. x■See Chapter XII.)

When a possessive pronoun is used substantively, it takes

the initial prefix of the noun to which it refers—

ukahira kisala kyate, kira V\kymoo, do not take my tree, take yours.
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A possessive pronoun follows the noun which it qualifies,

preceding the adjective or adjectives—

kamafumo kawe or kabo kamalahi, their good spears. (Classes V.

ft I.)

babandu benywe balehi, your tall men. (Classes T. & I.)

kumubano twelve, his knife. (Classes II. & I.)

kamahafu katso, their (the cow's) skins. (Classes V. & HI.)

The preposition " ku " is used with the personal posses

sive pronouns in the agreement of the Sixth Class, singular,

and the Seventh Class, plural, to express "on one's own

responsibility "—

nabimba itm kulwate (or kubwase), I thatched the house on my

own responsibility.

Undoubtedly there is some noun understood.

This seems the proper place to insert the following table

•of partitive forms :—

Partitive Forms.

dan. Of him, it, them.
One of them,
the other.

Some of them,
the others.

One by one, etc.

I. S. ma ewe . wakyawe muiweratwera

P.ba VK,bo bakyawe babiribiri,

two by twoII. S. kwa kwo kukwakye

V.kya kyo kikyakye batarutaru,

three by threeIII. S.ya
• yo

iyakye

P. Isa tso Uitsakye

V. S. kya kyo kikyakye

P.bya byo bibyakye

V.

p£

lyo lilyakye

*• Kit ko

lutwakye

kakakye

VI. S. Iwa two

V.Ua tso tsiisakye

vn. S.ka

P. bwa

ko.

bwo

kakakye

bubwyake

VIII. S. bya byo

IX. S.gwa gwo gugwakye

V.gya gyo gigyakye

X. S.ka ht kakakye

XI. S. &w&* kwo kukwakye

XII. S. wa

P. ba

ewe

we, bo

wakyawe.

bakyawe

The first two columns are made to agree 'thus—

(a man) his head, iumurwe kwe or kwewe. ("a" of "kwa"

elided.)
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(a cow) its horn, lulwiga Iwayo.

(a spear) its length, bulehi bwalyo.

Demonstrative Pronouns.

Demonstrative adjectives are pronominal in form, and

often in use. They are three in number—

uno, this. uyo, this or that.

ula, that (yonder).

The adjectival stems are "-no," "-o," and "-la."

Declension of Demonstrative Pronouns.

Clu*. This.
This or
that.

That. Class. This.
This or

that.
That;

I. S. uno uyo ula VII. S. kano ak kala

P. bono abo bala P. buno obwo bula

II. S. kuno oktuo kula VIII. S. bino ibyo bira

P. kino ekyo kira IX. S. guno ogwo g"la

III. S. ino iyo
ira •

P. gino egwo gira

P. tsino i or etso tsira X. S. kano aho kala

IV. S. kino ikyo kira XI. S. kuno okwo kula

P. bino i or ebyo bira XII. S. uno . uyo ula

V. S. lino iryo lira P. bano abo bala

P. kano ako kala

VI. S. luno olwo lula

P. tsino itso tsira

The demonstrative pronouns of Class X. are used as

adverbs.

The prepositions " ku " and " mu " are used in conjunc

tion with the stems " no," " o," and " la," to form the

adverbial phrases, " on here," " on there " ; " in here," " in

there"—

kuw. two, kula. muno, mwo, inula.

When the demonstrative pronoun is used in agreement

with the personal pronouns of Class I., certain elisions take

place—

Isono from 1se uno is used to express " I am he," or " here I am."

It is the answer given by one who has been called.

Iwola, you there, from /w ula, etc.

Reduplicated forms of the demonstrative pronouns are

used to make them more emphatic—
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Reduplicated Forms of Demonstrative Pronouns.

Clan. Thifi. This #r that. That.

L

II. '

III.

S. yono

P. bobano

S. kwokuno

P; kyokino

S. yeno

P. tsotsino

S. kyokino

P. byobino

S. lyolino

5S bobala

kwokwo kwokula

kyokyo kyokira

yeyo yera

iv:

tsotso tsotsira

kyokyo kyokira

byobyo byobira

V. lyolyo lyolira

kokala

VI. S. Iwoluno

P. tsotsino

S. kokano

P. bwobuno

S. byobino

S. gwokuno

P. gyokino

S. hokano

S. kwokuno

S. yono

P.

Iwolwo Iwolula

tsotso tsotsira

VII. koko kokala

bwobwo Invobula

VIII.

IX.

byobyo byobira

gwokwo gwokula

gyokyo gyokira

X.

XI.

XII.

hoho hohala

kwokivo kwokula

vola

'bobala

Interrogative Pronouns.

The Interrogative Adjectives, manu, who? bananu,

who? (plural), and kina, what? are also used as pronouns.

Examples of these, and more particularly of the idiomatic

use of kina, why? or what? are given in Chapter I.

When asking the indirect questions, " how they are," or

• what they are like," the particle " nga " with the copula

is used—

ngana kumanya tsingafu nga tsiri, I wish to know what the cows

are like.

agana kumanya batwaye nga bali, he wants to know how the sick

are.

Other Adjectives used as Separable Pronouns*

The declinable adjectives "-tayi," "-ndi," "-lala," and

"•twera" are used as pronouns. The order of their

declension is given in Chapter IV. "-ndi," "-lala," and
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"-twera" seemed to be used interchangeably to express

" other " or " some," in comparison—

birala birahi, bibindi bibi, some are good, others bad.

They never seem to be used with the English sense of

"some" in the sentence, " Bring me some men."

The adjectives—

■osi, any, each, every, all, -ombi, both,

•nyene, only, alone, by one's self, etc.,

may be pronominal in use as they are in form. They are

here declined in agreement with the personal pronouns :—

Class. Any, all, etc. Both.
Alone, by one'i

i. S. 1st >erson , seti scnyene

2nd M viesi wenyene

3rd II
■yesi

yetiyetu

P. ISt II fwcti fiuembi fwenyene

2nd II nnuesi mivembi mwenyene

3rd II bosi bombi bonyene

ii. S. 3rd II kwosi hvonyene

P. 3rd II kyosi kyombi kyonyene

in. " S.3rd 1* . yosi yotiyetu

P. 3rd II tsosi tsombi tsonyene

IV. S. 3rd II kyosi kyonyene

P. 3rd II byosi byombi byotiyetie

V. S. 3rd li lyosi lyonyene

P. 3rd II kosi kombi konyene

VI. S. 3rd II hvosi

tsombi

Iwonyeiu

P. 3rd II tsosi tsonyene

VII. S. 3rd I 1 kosi konyene

p. 3rd II bwosi bwombi bwonyene

VIII. S. 3rd II byosi byonyene

IX. S. 3rd II jfiuosi gwonyene

p. 3rd II g}'osi kyombi gyonyetu

X. S. 3rd II hosi konyene

p. 3rd II hosi kombi konyene

XI. S. 3rd II Inaosi kwonyene

XII. S. 3rd II yesi yenyetu

p. 3rd II bosi bombi bonyene

There are other uses of "-nyene," with the "ny" dis

carded in some classes, which call for attention at this

point
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Each " e " is lengthened, and it is declined in agreement

with the personal pronominal prefixes.

Its chief meaning is that of " ownership," tg,—

ukakuhira kisala kya bene, don't take the tree of the owner or

owners.

When used thus, there is one form for singular and

plural, and the prepositional particle is used. But should

the owner or owners appear, he or they are pointed out as

umwene kisala (sing.), babene kisala (plur.), the owner or

owners of the tree; and the prepositional particle is not

used.

The forms given in the declension below are also used

for emphasis—

kisala kino kikyeue kya Mandali, this tree is Mandali's (this tree

its ownership (is) of Mandali), i.e. his and his only.

It is used to express "of myself," "of himself," "of

itself," etc—

Namu makubolera kutsya imwalo t who told you to go down ?

Natsya sanrwme, I went of myself (of my own accord).

or the answer might be simply samwene, I myself.

Class X. agreement is used as an intensive adverbial—

kabwent aha, that place (itself).

kubwene, on it itself.

, in it (and no other).

ha exchanged for km.

ha exchanged for mu.

I myself ; it itself ; of himself, itself; the owner, etc.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

2nd wamwene

3rd ,, umwene

3rd „ kumwene

inyene

kikyene

lilyene

luhvene

kakyene

bibyene

gumwene

habwene

Plur.

Jwabene

babene

kimyene

Uinyene

bibyene

kakyene

tsinyene

bubviene

gimyene
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Let me here point out that a person will speak of his

own child as umwana wa bene, and refers, no doubt, to a

recognized higher ownership, although he cannot explain

what.

The following words are used pronominally :—

Me, what's-his-name. Plur. balebe.

nayu, what's-his-name. Plur. banayu.

inayu, what's-the-name-of-the-place.

kitiayu, what's-its-name (anything of which the name has been

forgotten).

The Pronominal Copula.

We must now turn our attention to the form which

represents the English "it is." In Lumasaba, the form

which, for want of a better term, may be defined as the

Pronominal Copula, is " ni " ; and, when used, this " ni "

is prefixed to the 3rd person, singular and plural, of the

personal pronouns. The 1st and 2nd persons of Class I.

personal pronouns do not take it, whilst the 3rd person

singular, probably for the sake' of euphony, already has it,

and it is not.reduplicated here.

Positive Pronominal Copula with Personal Pronouns.

Class. Singular. Plural.
•

I. ttiye, it is he nibo, it is they

11. nikwo, it is it nikyo, „

III. niyo 11 nilso „ .

IV. nikyo

nilyo

tiilwo

11 nibyo „

niko „

nitso „

V.

VI.

ii *

• ■

vn. niko 11 nibwo ,,

VIII. nibyo »

IX. nigwo 11 mgyo „

X. niho 11

XI. nikwo 11

XII. niye , ii
niho il i

Class X. may take the full meaning, " it is this place."

Class XI. may mean, " it is thus."

These forms are used to emphasize Subject or Predicate—

Subject, ingafu ino niyo indwaye, this cow, it is sick.

Subject, tstngafu nitto bubwikasya, cows are wealth.
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Predicate, tsingafu uikvo bubwikasya, cows are wealth.

Subject, lusola nilwo iitdu indahi, the lusola is (makes) a good

post.

Predicate, kisala iiyo niyo ilsiko indahi, that tree is (makes) a

good post.

Any one of these forms may be used alone—

niye, it is he. nibyo, it is they.

There is no difficulty in distinguishing between the pro

nominal copula and the conjunction " and " when used to

connect a personal pronoun, for, in order to differentiate,

the conjunction is defined by using both " ni " and " na"—

ngana ikyo ni nakyo, I want that and that.

hira libale lino ni ttakala, take away this slate and yonder one.

The Negative Pronominal use of the Copula.

When making a statement in the negative, such as, " It

is not they," or when asking the question, "Is it not it?"

the True Copula "li" is used.

Table showing the Negative Pronominal use of the Copula.

Cka Singular. Plural.

I. haliniyc, is it not he ? tr hibalibo, is it not they ? or

it is not he it is not they

II. hikulikwo, is it not it ? or

it is not it

hikirikyo „ >i

III. hiliyo „ ii hitsirits* „ Ii

IV. hikirikyo „ ii hibiribyo „ ii

V. hilililyo „ it hikaliko ,, it

VI. hilulihoo ,, it hilsiriiso „ it

VII. hikaliko „ ti hibulibivo „ ii

VIII. hibiribyo „ tt

higirikyo „IX. higulikwo „ n •i

X. hikaliko „ tt

XI. hikulikwo „ tt

hibalibo „XII. haliniye „ tt ii

When used emphatically, the "ni" is inserted imme

diately after the " li "—

hikulinikwo, is it not it ? or is that not it?

hitsirittitsi, is it not they ? or is that not they ?

The 3rd personal pronoun of Class I. does not take an

additional " ni."

The emphatic form is used when asking a question to

which the answer "Yes" is expected.
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Tlie Pronominal Copula with Demonstrative Pronouns.

The pronominal copula " ni," prefixed to the redupli

cated forms of the demonstrative pronouns throughout all

the classes, is used to make such statements as, " It is that,"

"It is these," and to ask questions such as, "Is it not

this?" "Is it that?"—

hilinilyolira ? is it not that yonder ?

nikiuokwo, it is that.

nikyokino i is it this ?

Part II.—Inseparable Pronouns.

Inseparable Pronouns, or Pronominal Prefixes, are always

attached to the verb, and are divided into—

(1) Direct Subjective and Objective Prefixes,

(2) Relative Subjective and Objective Prefixes,

as follows, in order of classes—

Direct and Relative Forms of Inseparable Pronouns or

Pronominal Prefixes.

Class.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

Direct forms.

Subjective.

ku-, we

u-, thou

/««-, you

a- and u-,hc orshe

ba, they

ku-, it

ki-, they

i-

tsi-

ki-

bi-

v-

ka-

At

tn-

ha

lm-

bi-

gu-

gi-

ha-

ku-

Objcctive.

«-, me

ku-, us

ku-, thee

wK-and&j-.you

mu-, him

ba-, them

ku-, it

ki-, them

ki-

tsi-

ki-

ti

ll-

ka-

lu-

tsi-

ka-

bu

tt-

ft-

f*-
ha-

i km-

mu-

ba-

Relative forms.

Subjective.

«-, who

ba- „

ku-, which

ki- ,,

i- ,

tsi- ,

ki-

bi- ,

H- 1

ka- ,

lu- ,

tsi- ,

ka- ,

bu- ,

bi- ,

gu- i

gi- y.

ha- ,

ku- ,

«- „
ba- ,,

Objective.

yo- or ye-, whom

ba- or be- „

kwo- or kiae-, which

kyo- or kye- „

yo- or ye- ,,

tso- or tse- ,,

kyo- or kye- „

byo- or bye- „

lyo- or lye- „

ko- or ke- „

two- or hue- „

tso- or tse- „

ko- or ke- „

two- or bvje- „

byo- or bye- ,,

gioo- 01 give- „

gyooxgye „

ho- or he- „

kwo- or kwe- „
yo- ax ye- „•

bo- or be- „
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When used with the past tenses, the following changes

take place :—

The 3rd person singular direct subjective prefix of

Class I. is "n-" or "w-."

The 3rd person singular relative subjective prefix of

Class I. becomes " w," except when asking or answering

the question " why," " how," or " where."

The singular direct subjective prefix becomes " y " in

Class III., and the singular relative prefix of the same

class becomes " iy-."

In each of these, and in every other case, the " a " sign

of past time immediately follows the prefix, subject, of

course, to euphonic influence.

The inseparable pronouns, direct forms, may be the

only expressed subject or object of the verb, or they may

refer to an expressed subject or object with which they

agree, eg.—

Subject, ya/wa, it is dead.

Object, bamukamba kale, they caught him long since.

Expressed subject, tiingafu tsafwiye, the cows have died.

Expressed object, tiingafu batsirera, they have brought the cows.

The relative forms are used, as their name implies, to

express relation, and they do this by the simple method

of apposition, eg.—

ReL subj. umundu ugana kukivitsa, the man who wishes to come.

Rel. obj. lulutsi Iwtnoabona, the door which you saw.

In order to emphasize, or to avoid ambiguity, it is some

times necessary to develop or strengthen apposition by

inserting the pronominal particle. The pronominal form

used for this purpose is that with the copula " ni " attached,

eg—

Rel. subj. niiso tsitsire, they which came.

Rel. obj. nibyo byengona, those which I am mending.

The Fourth Class singular prefix "ki" is used as in

English impersonal construction—

hikiri kirahi kukwikala busa, it is not good to sit idle.

Hkwakiye, it behoves us. kyakwakiye, it behoved us.

The relative object prefix, singular, of Class IV., the

relative object prefix, singular, of Class VI., and the relative

object prefix, plural, of Class VII., are the particles " kye,"

" lwe," and " owe," used in the formation of time sentences.
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The "kye" refers to the word "kifuku"; the "lwe" and

" bwe " to words that now seem lost.

The Tenth Class prefix "ha" ("ho" at the end of a

word) is used to refer to place—

baliba hatwera, they shall be in one place.

Near, halilio tsitsofu, there are elephants.

Far. haliyo or iriyo tsitsofu, there are elephants.

Note the peculiar construction of the last two sentences

by which the subject is placed at the end of the sentence.

This construction is found used with "rau" and "ku,"

each as prefix and affix— .

mulimu bulo, there is bulo inside.

kuliku bibindu, things are on it.

mukabamu babandu balahi, there are not in it good men.

This seems the right place in which to mention that the

preposition " mu " is used, not only as a subjective prefix,

but in such a way as to form what might really be described

as a " mu " class, e.g.—

mumoni, face ; from mu, in, and tsimoni, eyes.

munda, inside (of persons or animals), from mu and inda, bowel.

The agreements of these peculiar substantives are in

accordance with their formation—

mumoni nrunue, my face.

It will be easily understood that each of these words has

an adverbial meaning.

The order in which the Pronominal Prefixes are attached

to the verb is as follows :—

Direct Arrangement.

1. Negative prefix . hi 4. Objective prefix or

2. Subjective prefix . ba prefixes . . " mu-tsi

3. Tense prefix . li 5* Verb stem , . ha

hibatimutsiha, they will not give them to him.

Relative Arrangement. i. 2.

1 . Time particle " bwe " or Rel. prefix (subj. or obj. ) bwe tse

2. Subjective prefix ...... ba ba

3. Negative prefix ka ka
4. Tense prefix . . . . . ./< /»■

5. Objective prefix or prefixes . . . . tsi-mu mu

6. Verb stem . . . . • . . ha ha

bwebakalitsimuha, when they will not give them to him.

tsebakalimulia, which they will not give to him.

The above forms must not be confounded with the com

pound form composed of the Far Past of " ba " (" li " form)—

bwebakali-kutsimuha, when they failed to give them to him.
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This form is often used instead of—

bwebakaisimuha, when they did not give them to him.

The construction of the verb is dealt with in the following

chapter, but it might be remarked here that the idea of

continuity is conveyed to the verb by the affix " tsaka."

This idea would be conveyed to the above examples by

affixing "tsaka" immediately to the verb stem "ha." The

idea of location would be conveyed by affixing to the verb

stem, or, if continuous, to "tsaka," one or other of the

adverbial Affixes "ho," "yo," "mu," "ku," or "kwo."

It should be noted that some verbs take as the ist

person singular pronominal prefix the form " ts " instead

of the usual "n"—

bagana kutsira, they wish to kill me.

nutsitsa, come and fetch me.

The regular form■ is used when another prefix comes

between the ist person singular and the verb, eg.—

himbira, I did not kill them.

CHAPTER VII

The Verb, its Construction and Conjugation

The Lumasaba Verb will require the student's most serious

attention. No mere casual acquaintance will suffice if a

real knowledge of the language is desired.

The verb has one conjugation only, an example of which

begins on page 48 ; and this example, if thoroughly mastered,

will enable any one who knows the simple and modified stem

of a verb to form all its moods and tenses.

There are Jive moods to represent differences of action ;

they are—

Infinitive Mood Subjunctive Mood

Imperative Mood Conditional Mood

Indicative Mood

The tenses of these moods are, with the exception of the

present indefinite, inflected or varied in their endings, or

given an additional prefix to distinguish them from each

other. Sometimes both inflection and prefix are given.
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These tense prefixes should be carefully distinguished from

the pronominal prefixes.

Examples—

Proa- Prefix. Tense prefix. Stem. Inflection. English.

ku-

ku-

a- teka

tek-

we are still cooking

we have cookedere

The Pronominal Prefix or Inseparable Pronoun was dealt

with in the last chapter, but it should be mentioned here

that in the following verb-tables the pronominal prefix used

is that of Class I. only. In order to translate "it" or

" they," referring to substantives of other classes, the proper

inseparable pronoun of the particular class must be prefixed

to the various tense stems, e.g.—

Far Past, kyagwa, it fell.

Isatsya, they (the cows) went.

It is necessary to use one on more pronominal prefixes

with any tense stem, to form a verbal phrase—

ba-rera, they bring.

ba-tsi-rera, they bring them (the cattle).

The simplest form of the verb, i.e. the simple stem, is

found in the Present Imperative ; and the complete

Infinitive is formed by prefixing " ku " to the simple stem,

eg—

teka, cook. ku-teka, to cook.

All Infinitives end in " a."

The modified form of the verb is found in the Perfect

Tense of the Indicative Mood, eg. -tekere.

There are three methods of modification, or of forming

the Perfect, and these, with their rules, are given at the

beginning of Chapter IX.

Negative tenses are, as a rule, formed by prefixing " hi "

to the positive form. Note, however, the exceptions in the

Infinitive and Subjunctive Mood. It should also be very

carefully noted that in negative relative phrases the

negative prefix is " ka " ; and that whereas " hi " precedes

the subjective prefix, "ka" follows it (see page 45,

Ch. VI.), eg.—

(Direct Phrase.) (Relative Phrase.)

\Abakupa, they do not beat. baVssMupa, they who do not beat.
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The Negative Relative Phrase.

Since the learner is familiar with the Verb-table just given,

it is not necessary to give a full conjugation of the Negative

Relative use, but the following tense stems should be

thoroughly mastered.

To complete these stems for use, it is necessary to prefix

the requisite pronominal prefix.

This " ka " form of negative is used in the relative phrase

with any verb.

Negative Tense Stems of the Relative Phrase.

Present indefinite, -ka-teka. Far past, ' -ka-teka.

Present imperfect, -ka-li-kuteka. Simple future, -kana-lelie-kutcka.

Virtual present, -ka-na-teka. Near future, •ka-Uhe-kuteka.

" Still tense, -ka-ki-tcka. Far future, •ka-li-teka, or

Perfect, -ka-tekere. -li-ra-kuteka.

Near past, -ka-tekere.

"Not yet" tense, -ki-ri-kuieka ; (kiri, still. Still to cook, and so

" not-yet cooked "J.

It will be found that the Bamasaba sometimes use the

Present Indefinite and Far Past negative "ka" forms in

sentences not strictly relative.

When denying a statement, answering a question in the

negative, or expressing a prohibition, the negative is

emphasized by using the negative particle "ta" immedi

ately after the verb. It need hardly be mentioned that

this double negative is not translatable into English.

In order to differentiate the tenses which have words spelt

alike, the student should make himself acquainted with the

native accentuation. He will find that when a word in the

Present tense is spelt like a word in the Far Past, the former

always has the accent on the first syllable of the verb stem,

whilst the latter, if a positive, lengthens the " a " : e.g. bateka,

not batika ; and if a negative of the Relative Phrase, the Far

Past lengthens the " ka," whilst the Present, as the Present

positive and negative in the Direct Phrase, accents the first

syllable of the verb stem.

The same rule applies to the Perfect and Near Past
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tenses. The Perfect follows that laid down for the Present,

and the Near Past follows the Far Past rule.

Continuous Tenses.

The idea of continuity may be imparted to any tense in

, the above and every Verb-table by affixing " -tsaka " to the

positive or negative form already given. When used with

positive tenses it is translated by " always," " ever," " used

to " ; in the negative it is " not always," " never," " used not

to."

Carefully note that when the tense stem ends in " e," this

" e " and the final " a " of " tsaka " exchange places, eg.— .

Snbjunctive mood, ndekatsake, that I may ever cook, not ndeketsaka.

Intransitive Use of Transitive Verbs.

Whenever a positive tense of a transitive verb is used

intransitively, " ni " may be, and is nearly always prefixed to

the simple form :—

ndeka Hryo byomwami, I cook the food of the chief.

nindeia, I cook or am cooking.

When this " ni " is used with past tenses, the " w " (u) of

the third person singular may disappear and the "n" of

" ni " take its place.

This " ni- " is also an emphatic—

nindeka, I do cook, or I am xuatsya, he has gone.

cooking. natsya, he has gone '

Euphonic Changes.

Carefully note euphonic changes in the above, and in

every conjugated verb—

ndeka not nteka. " u " to " w " before a vowel.
ngiteka not nkiteka. . •

The elision of one vowel before another : bateka not baaleka, etc.

(see Chapter II.).
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CHAPTER VIII

NOTES ON MOODS AND TENSES

TJie Infinitive Mood.—The Infinitive Mood expresses the

abstract idea of the verb, and is formed by prefixing the

Eleventh Class prefix " ku " to the simple stem.

It is used as—

(1) An ordinary infinitive : agana kuramba, he wants to work.

(2) A participle : kulira kitta, crying for what ? or crying, why ?

(3) A verbal noun : kukola kinase, my work.

The Negative forms are—

Ordinary infinitive, baku- as bukateka, not cooking.

Participle, haktt- as hakuteka, not cooking.

Verbal noun, buka- as bukatcka, not cooking.

The Verbal Nouns are commonly used to supplement

the ordinary nouns. They may be formed from almost any

Infinitive.

The Bamasaba very commonly use as negative of Infinitive

or Verbal Noun, the forms—

kula kuteka or kula hakuteka, and bula kuteka or bula hakuteka.

The "kula" and "bula " are the Infinitive and Verbal

Noun prefixes " ku " and " bu " attached to the " la " dealt

with on pages 73 and 85. This "la" of itself denotes

negation, and is often used with the positive Infinitive in a

negative sense, as seen in the example just given.

When the simple stem of a verb begins with a vowel, the

sign of the infinitive " ku " is reduplicated :—■

itsa, come. kukwitsa, to come.

The Infinitive in a reduplicated form, and with other

tenses of the same verb, and the Infinitive with the Verbal

Noun is used as follows :— ... ^

ugana kwikala kwikala t do you wish to do nothing but sit ? ~~

wafwa kttjwa, he died a natural death.

ulifwa kufwa, you will die a natural death, i.e. not be speared.

kufwa ulifwa, you will assuredly die.

kuhamba buhambi, to take hold of without reason.
kukwagam■sa bwaganiti, to serve unwillingly, without pleasure.

kuteka buteki, to cook moderately.

kuloma bulomi, to talk only.
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kugioa bugii<i, to simply fall, i.e. without evident reason.

kulya buli, to eat without pleasure.

kwikala bwikali, to dwell in a place, but to have no pleasure therein.

kugana bugani, to simply desire without love.

The Imperative Mood.—The Present Imperative singular

positive is the simplest form of the verb. The Present

plural follows the Subjunctive.

For absolute continuous prohibition, the Present negative

form,singuIar or plural, with the continuous affix " tsaka "

attached, is used—

ukatekatsaka, thou shalt not cook, ij. now or ever.

The Future Simple, Near Future, Far Future, and Far

Future Continuous tenses refer to their own particular

time.

The following examples are given to show the change

from the ordinary form of the Imperative to the Pre

positional forms used when the command necessitates an

objective prefix :—

Ordinary Form—

rera kametsi, bring water.

Prepositional Forms—

<A>-

Sing, ndtrtre kametst, bring me some water.

Plur. ninunderere kametsi, bring me water.

(B) The person commanded has the water near him—

Sing, kanderere kametsi, bring me some water.

Flur. nimukatiderere kametsi, bring me some water.

(C) The water is some distance away, and the idea con

veyed is that the person commanded will bring it when his

present work is finished—

Sing, nukanderera kametsi, bring me some water.

Plur. nimukanderera kametsi, bring me some water.

The word "some" is not expressed in the Lumasaba.

Continuous Tenses of the Imperative.

The Present and Far Future Imperative Tenses may be

made Continuous by affixing "•tsaka" to the forms given

in the Verb-tables. When, however, " -tsaka " is affixed to

the Present Imperative plural positive (the Subjunctive form
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used as Imperative), the final " e " of the tense stem and

the final " a " of tsaka exchange places :—

mutekatsake, ever cook.

The Indicative Mood.—The Indicative Mood is used to

state facts and ask and answer questions, and its tenses are

used in the formation of conditional sentences. Its tenses

are—

1. The Present Indefinite,

which is used as an Aorist, or to express present and

customary action. It has no tense prefix, but simply takes

the pronominal prefixes.

2. The Present Imperfect,

which is used to indicate that the action is incomplete at

the time of speaking. It is formed by using the Present

Imperfect of " ba " (" -li ") and. the Participle—

n-di kuteka, I am cooking.

The negative has two forms—

(a) The regular negative of the above form—

hi-n-di-kuttka, I am not cooking.

(b) The pure negative participle used with the personal

pronouns—

Ise ha-huteka, I am not cooking.

This negative form is often used alone as a definite

negative present, the pronouns being understood—

hakumanya, I, thou, he or she, we, you, they do not cook.

3. The Virtual Present,

to express that something has just happened, or is just about

to happen. The tense prefix is " na —

kisala kinagwa, the tree is about to fall or has just fallen.

batia/wa, they have just died.

The negative of this tense may be used to explain that

an event has not just happened, or is just about to happen ;

but its more common usage is to express " not yet." (See

below.)
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4. "Still" Tense,

to explain that one's employment or action is the same as

heretofore. Its tense prefix is " lei "—

kibakimubona, they do not still see him. May be translated, they do not

see him at all now.

bakiteka, they still cook.

5. The Perfect,

which expresses condition or action just completed at the

moment of speaking. There is no tense prefix. The

Perfect is the modified stem, to which is prefixed the pro

nominal prefixes. These modifications are dealt with at

the beginning of Chapter IX.

6. The Near Past,

which refers to any time within the past twenty-four hours.

It is formed by the Perfect and the tense prefix " a," and, of

course, the requisite pronominal prefixes.

The third person singular pronominal prefix of Class I.

used in this and the Far Past tense is " u," necessitated by

the presence of the tense prefix " a." This " u " becomes

"w" before the "a."

7. The Far Past,

to express time beyond the last twenty-four hours. It is

formed by prefixing the tense prefix "a" to the simplest

form of the verb. The third person singular pronominal

prefix of Class I. used with this tense is, as we have seen,

" w." This, however, is sometimes dropped, and the prefix

"a" made to act as pronominal and tense prefix. The-

"w" is always dropped (except in a relative phrase) in

questions of "how?" and "where?"; and in the answer

to such questions.

8. The Simple Future,

which is used of the day of speaking only. Its peculiarity •

is, that in the Direct Phrase the prefix " kana-" stands after

the negative, whilst in the negative Relative Phrase it stands

before the negative, but after the pronominal prefix. This ■

reversal of the usual order should be noted with care.
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The tense stem, to which "kana" and the pronominal
prefixes are joined, is " -teke," »■.<?. the simple form of the

verb with the final " a " changed to " e."

9. The Near Future,

used to refer to time beyond the limit of the Simple Future,

but not beyond the next twenty-four hours. The tense

prefix is " ka," and this, in spite of the fact that the final

" a " of the simple stem is changed to " e," makes this tense

exceedingly apt to be confounded with the Present Indefinite,

Relative Phrase, and the negative Subjunctive.

10. The Far Future,

to refer to time subsequent to the Near Future limit. The

tense prefix is " li."

The positive and negative forms are quite regular in the

Direct Phrase, but there is an alternative negative form in

the Relative Phrase, namely, the compound of " -la " with

the Infinitive, which we have* already dealt with. Instead,

therefore, of the regular form—

bakaliteka, they who will not cook,

the people often use—

balira hakuteka.

11. The "Not yet" Tense,

which refers to action not complete or not entered upon at

the time of speaking.

To express this idea the Bamasaba use—

(a) The negative of the Virtual Present—

hinateka, I have not yet cooked.

(b) a compound tense of the negative Virtual Present

of the verb " to be," and the Infinitive of any

verb required—

hinaba kuteka, I have not yet cooked.

(c) The positive " Still" tense of the verb " to be," and

the Infinitive of any verb required—

bakiri kuteka, they are still to cook, and so they have not yet cooked.

Continuous Tenses or the Indicative Mood.

Continuous tenses of the Indicative Mood are forrr d by
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affixing "-tsaka" to any tense except the Virtual Present,

Perfect, Near Past, Simple Future, and Near Future.

The Subjunctive Mood.—The Subjunctive Mood has two

tenses—

ilk? t. The Subjunctive Aorist.

This is the tense given in Verb-table I., and, being an

Aorist, refers to any time.

2. The Continuous Subjunctive.

In the formation of which "-tsaka" is appended to the

Aorist, but the final "e" of the Aorist exchanges places

with the final " a " of the affix " -tsaka "—

Subj. Aorist. atcke, let him cook.

Subj. Contin. aUkatsake, let him always cook.

The uses of the Subjunctive are—

(a) To express purpose—

soma Memo bint, voige, read these words that you may learn.

(b) To express a wish—

kutsye, let us go.

(c) To express a thought—

kirahi batsye, it is■ well they have gone.

(d) Deliberative—

ntteket am I to cook ?

(e) To supply missing persons in the Imperative—

muteke, yon cook, or cook ye.

"Ni" prefixed to the Subjunctive gives additional

emphasis, or conveys the English idea, " now go " ; " go

now."

"Ha" and "hayo" prefixed to the Subjunctive pro

nominal prefixes are used to express the English "here,

let me do it"—

kayo kutsye, well, then, let us go. handeke, here, let me cook.

The Conditional Mood.—The Conditional Mood repre

sents one action as contingent upon or conditioned by

another.

The tenses of this mood are formed by prefixing " kali "

or "kale" to the Indicative Present Indefinite, Imperfect,

Perfect, Near Past, and Far Past forms.
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The "kale" stands before the pronominal and negative

prefixes.

For examples of the Conditional in compound sentences,

see Chapter X.

Narration.

When a narrative is given to describe sequence, it is usual

to commence in the tense appropriate to the time of the

happenings under narration, and to continue with the Far

Past tense, to which is prefixed, when necessary to translate

"and," the word "ne," and revert to the original tense

when it is desired to bring some action or thought into

prominence, e.g.—

A narrative in the Perfect tense, referring to action just

completed—

Kutsiye (Perfect) via Mwasa, nekivamureba (Far Past) kuri Mulomatta

Una? newakuloma (F. P.) art Bitsire (Per .) kubukula tsinga/u tsefioe

ttekwabasolanisa ( F. P.). Nebahuna ( F. P. ) wakyefwe mutwera, nelnvaba-

hona. Ne Mwasa wakuloma (F. V.) art Kutsye kubasolanisc lundi

lukwaloba (F. P.), nekwalakutsya (F. P.).

We went to Mwasa, and asked him, " What are you quarrelling

about ? " And he said to us, " They came to steal our cattle, and we

fought them, and they have speared one of our people ; but we have

driven them off." And Mwasa said to us, " Let us go and fight them

again." But we refused, and did not go.

Note that here again we have the peculiar "-la" form

with the Infinitive, instead of the regular negative. This is

quite the usual form of negative to use in narration, and

with the pronominal prefixes and tense prefix is as

follows :—

n-a-la- ttfho-a-la-

ne-w-a-la- uc-mwa-la-

wa-la- hakutsya, or any other ue-b-a-la-

infinitive.

Participles. z -

The Bamasaba people are somewhat slipshod in their use

of grammar, and it will be found that they do not always

think it necessary to form their Participles with the help of

" nga." It is much clearer, however, to do so.

The Lumasaba Tense Participles are—
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1. The Present Participle.

(a) It is formed with "nga" and the Present

Indefinite—

mubona nga natsya, I see him going.

(b) With "nga" and the Present Imperfect—

kubona nga bait kutsya, we see them going.

2. The Perfect Participle.

It is formed with " nga " and the Perfect tense—

mubotu nga witnire, I saw him standing.

3. The Past Participle.

It is formed with " nga " and the Far Past tense—

namubona nga nalcma, I saw him talking.

The negative of these participles is formed by "nga"

and the negative Infinitive Participle " haku- "—

namubona nga kakukola, I saw him not working.

The "nga" is pronounced as if it were part of the word

which precedes it The final "a" is elided before an
■ initial vowel. v-

Other Participles.

1. To express passive condition. They are formed from

verbs which denote condition—

Participles.

kuhola, 10 be meek. umuholu, a meek person.

kuhandarala, to be hard. umuKandalafu, a hard person.

kufwa, to die. umufa, a dead person.

kungona, to clean. umungonefu, a clean person.

2. To express the agent—

Participles.

kuhumba, to create. umu/iumbi, the Creator.

kubumba, to make pots. umubumbi, a potter.

kutwaya, to herd. umwayi, a herdsman.

3. To express the patient—

Infinitives. Participles.

kukamba, to catch. umuhambe, a prisoner.

kuiwala, to be sick. umulwaye, a sick person.

kukuna, to spear. umukune, the speared one.

4. To express place. These participles are formed by

prefixing " li " to the Prepositional form, and changing the

final "a" to "o"—
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Simple Stem. Prepositional Form. Participles.

Aara, peel. fiarira, peel for. lihariro, a place to peel.

soma, read. somera, read for. lisonuro, a reading-room.

teka, cook. ■ Ukera, cook for. littkero, a cooking-place.

It will be easily understood that (i) and (3) may be used

as Adjectives—

umundu umuholu, a meek man. kamaponde kamafrie, cooked potatoes.

umwana umulwaye, a sick child, kumubano kumukale, a cutting knife.

The Uses of Auxiliary Verbs.

Although some of the tenses in the aforegoing Verb-tables

might be described as auxiliary, they are so regularly used

that it was thought well to insert them as a regular use.

Only one, the " Not yet " tense, will be touched upon here.

The other tenses dealt with here are formed by the use

of auxiliary verbs, and are such that they may be described

as idiomatic uses supplemental to the tenses already given.

1. Tenses formed by the use of the auxiliary verb

kuba, to be :—

(a) A Strict Present is formed by the Perfect tense of

" ba " and the Present Participle—

ntbeye nga ngola hano, I am working here.

kubeyc kuli kukola, we are working.

(d) A " Probable " Present is formed by the Present

Imperfect of " ba " and the Present Participle—

ali ttga hakuhona, he is probably not better.

alt rtga utcka (pronounced alingoleka), he is probably cooking.

ali ttka ukiri kugobola, he is probably not yet returned. "

Note the Relative Subject u, he.

(c) A Definite Near Past is expressed by the Near Past

of " ba " and the Present Participle—

nabeye ttga nindima, I was cultivating.

(d) A definite Far Past is formed by the Far Past of

"ba" ("ba" or "li" form) and the Present

Participle—

hinali nga hisolana Iwikabiri, I was not fighting the day

before yesterday.

(«) A Pluperfect is formed and expressed by the Far

Past tense of " ba " and the Past Participle)—

aba nga waisya, he had gone.
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This expression may be used of a person who may

be present, or just about to leave a place, to

express the belief that his inclination for a long

time past had been to go.

(J) The " Not yet " tense of any verb may be formed

by using the Negative Virtual Present tense, or

the Positive "Still" tense of "ba," with the

Infinitive of any verb—

kanaba kulsya, he has not yet gone.

kukirikutsya, we have not yet gone (Lit. we are still to go).

(f) An Adverbial sense "when" is given to the

auxiliary verb when used as follows :—

abeye toamuhambire, etc., when he caught him, etc. (Near Past.)

aba ivamuhamba, etc., when he caught him. (Far Fast.)

ali muhamba, when he shall catch him, etc. (Far Future.)

(h) In asking questions—

kMndu kino kyemba ngona t Is this the thing I am to repair ?

(i) In Conditional sentences to express "happen to

be"— V

Hira kamelac wa Nangaga, hoaliba ivafwa, ugobose (Far Future),

take this medicine to Nangaga ; if he should happen to be dead, come

back.

The whole tense is formed as follows :—

S. I. bwe-n-di-ba, if I shall happen.

2. bw-o-li-ba, if you shall happen.

3. bwa-li-ba, if he shall happen.

P. I. bwe-ku-li-ba, if we shall happen.

2. bwe-mu-li-ba, if you shall happen.

3. bwe-ba-li-ba, if they shall happen.

This form may be used with any verb—^

bwekuliba kuliho, if we shall happen to be here.

Note the particle " bwe " used here without " nga."

i. Use of the verb kola, do.—The verb "kola" is used

as an auxiliary verb in the following expressions :—

(a) When engaged in propitiatory rites—

kola ktmiiambwa, offer sacrifices.

(b) To command the preparation of food—

kola kulye, prepare the food (Lit. prepare that we may eat).

{t) To describe a thief or his acts—

akola bubwifuri, he steals, or he is a thief.

(d) To whistle or play—

koU kufura, whistle, or play the flute ; i.e. do some whistling.
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kola is also used to express " well then "—

kola kutsyc, well then, let us go.

3. Use of the ypxb mala, finish.—The verb "mala" as

an auxiliary to other verbs forms—

(a) A Completed Perfect—

uamalire kuramba, I have finished working (Lit. to work).

(b) A Pluperfect—

ttamala kurona, I had written.

(c) A Future Perfect—

ndimala kukumbaka, I shall have built.

4. Idiomatic uses of the verb kukupa, to strike—

(a) mupe mu lutsi, put him in the river (Lit. knock him, etc.).

(b) ndipayo bi/uku bitaru, I shall stay there three days.

(c) -umpire biftiku byenga, kulwala ? how many days has he been ill ?

(j) uapire kamabere, I thought it was milk.

(e) itiupa kumubioi, throw him (a wrestling term).

(/) ikupa host, fall down (reflexive form only used in this sense).

, (g) kupa kumttlusi, whistle.

5. The verb kugana is used idiomatically as follows :—

bagana kusolana, they are about to. fight.

agana knla, he is nearly there (he is about to reach).

kinagana kngwa, it is just about to fall.

banagana kubwitsa ino, they intend to come here.

6. The verbs kunyola and kutuya, to meet or come upon,

tised with " nga "—

. anyola nga ivatsya kelc, he found him gone some time before.

ulinduya nga nalsiye, you will find me gone.

7. The verb kukwama, to be from, used with " niho " to

express " just "—

niho noma kwi/sa, I have just come (I am just from arriving).

niho bama kumala, they have just finished.

nihoyama kufioa, it is just dead.

niho ama kufwa, he is just dead.

The verb kukwama is also used to express therefore

and wherefore :—

Ayama amuhona kubanga nabiha, therefore he drove them off because

he lied.

ndimuhoaye kyenama ndeka kugenda; I am ill, therefore I do not walk.

8. The Subjunctive of the verb kuleka, to leave, to

leave off, to fail, is sometimes used with the Infinitive of

another verb to form a Negative Subjunctive, and is used

instead of the usual form of Negative Subjunctive—

mwitse ham baleke kubahamba, come here that they may not catch you.
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The ordinary Negative Subjunctive would be—

mwitsc hano bakabahamba.

Leka, followed by the Subjunctive, means " allow," or, as

a suggestion, " here, let us," etc—

Uka kulyefwcri, allow us all to eat, or here, let us all eat.

9. The verb kunyoha, to do first, is followed by a Sub

junctive or Infinitive to express—

banyohe barambe, let them work nyoha ulye, eat first.

first. . nyoha ktilya, eat first.

The difference between the two sentences " nyoha ulye "

and "nyoha kulya" is that in the former the food is ready,

and the person is invited to " eat first " before he goes.

In the second sentence the food may not be ready, but

the person about to depart is invited to wait and " eat first."

10. Idiomatic use of the verb kufwa, to die. The

prepositional form of this verb means " to die for or to,"

and is used idiomatically to explain that a person has lost

something—

mfiriye bibyase, I have lost my things (Lit I have been died to by

my things).

Far Past—nafirhoa ruayi wast, I lost my mother (I was died to by

my mother).

CHAPTER IX

VERB MODIFICATIONS, DERIVED VERBS, VERBAL AFFIXES

The Lumasaba verb has its Simple stem modified to form

the Perfect and other tenses, and to form Derived verbs.

L The Formation of the Perfect Tense.

The simple modified form of the verb is seen in the

Perfect tense stem, and the modification may be carried

out from the Simple stem in the following ways :—

(1) With certain exceptions, change the final "a" to

■* i," and add " re " if the preceding vowel be " a," " i," or

»u"

•hamba, hold, to •hambire. -funa, break, to -funire.

-gartisa, sore, to -ganiiirt. -bika, bide, to bikire.

(2) With certain exceptions, change the final "a" to

"e," and add "re" if the preceding vowel be "e" or

"o"-

•fefar, cook, to -itkere• -loma, speak, to -lotnere.
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(3) The exceptions to the above rules are those verbs

ending in "ya," "la," or "ra," which when modified are

not likely to be mistaken for other verbs. They change

the final "ya," "la," and " ra," to "ye "—

•totigola, sharpen a stick, to -liya, go, to -tsiye.

-songoye. -lya, eat, to -liye.

•kattgulula,\oose,\o-kangtiluye. -ikala, sit, to -ikaye.

-sirira, rub, to -siriye. -bolero, tell, to -boleyt.

When, however, there is a possibility that verbs with

these endings modified as above would be mistaken for

other verbs similarly spelt, rules (1) and (2) are followed—

•kala, cut, to kalire. Might be confused with the verb '* sit " if

regularly modified.

•rula, arrive, to rulire, to save confusion with -ruye, unloaded.

•lola, look, to -Mere, to save confusion with -royeox -loyc, dreamed.

•kola, do, to -kolere.

(4) Monosyllabic stems are modified as follows :—

(a) Pure monosyllabic stems change the final " a " to

"e" and add "ye"—

-ra, put, to -reye. , -ha, give, to -heye.

•l>a, be, to -beye.

(b) Monosyllabic stems which have the semi-vowel

11 w » or 11 y » preceding the final " a," change the

final "a" to "i" and add "ye," retaining the

"w" but dropping the "y"—

■fwa, die, to -fwiyc. -ryo, fear, to -riye.

(5) One or two words, instead of following the ordinary

rules, may be modified by changing the final " a " to " e "

and lengthening the preceding vowel—

•bona, see, to bone. -fiuana, to be like, to -fwanane.

This method of modification is quite optional.

The Derived Verbs, now to be dealt with, form their

Perfect tense according to these rules.

Derived Verbs.

The Simple stem of the Active Verb is also modified to

form—

(1) The Passive verb. (4) The Potential verb.

(2) The Causative verb. (5) The Reciprocal verb.

(3) The Prepositional verb. (6) The Reflexive verb.

The following table, arranged with examples from each

rule of modification for the Active Perfect, will show at a

glance, without a confusing number of rules as to vowels, the

process of forming the Derived Verbs from the Active Stem.
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I. The Passive Verb.

It will be seen from the above table that the Passive

verb is formed from the Active by changing the final " a "

of the Simple stem to " i " or " e," according to rules (i),

(2), and (4) laid down for the formation of the Perfect

tense, and adding " wa."

The Passive verb conveys the idea of purpose or doing,

but an Active verb should be used in preference whenever

possible.

Passive use—

ingafu ino iyikukwiriwa, this cow is for killing.

bibitidu bino bitumiwa, these things are for throwing out.

Active use—

bibitidu bitto bikuluma, these things (are) to throw out.

The agent may be used with the Passive as with the

Active verb, without a preposition—

Passive—iriwa itsofu, he was killed by an elephant.

Active—afwa imbimbo, he -.""> killed by a stick (Lit. he died (of)

stick).

II. The Causative Verb.

The Causative verb is formed by changing the final " a "

of the Simple stem to "i" or "e," according to rules (1),

(2), and (4) laid down for the formation of the Perfect tense,

and adding " sa."

Sometimes verbs with Simple stems ending in " ra " and

" la " form the Causative by exchanging the final " ra " and

"la"for"sa." (See table.)

A Reciprocal idea is conveyed to the Causative .verb by

affixing "na" to it—

kihagalisana, they (the knives) sharpen each other.

bikalitana, they seated themselves (Lit. they caused each other to be

seated).

III. The Prepositional Verb.

Prepositional verbs are formed by changing the final " a "

of a Simple stem to "i" or "e," according to rules (1), (2),

and (4) laid down for the formation of the Perfect tense,

and adding " ra."

These verbs are used—-

r
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{a) to express " to do for." (e) to emphasize the verb.

(b) „ "to do to." (/) to reverse the action of the

(<j to localize action. verb.

(<r) to denote the instrument

Examples—

(a) vmira, cultivate for. (d) singira kametsi, wash with

(b) lonura, speak to. water.

(c) atamera Napoha, he reads at (e) ugonera irala, make quite

Napoha. clean.

(f) hotura tsirigafu mu tsu, drive the cattle into the house ; Cf.

hotta tsingafu milsu, drive the cattle out of the house.

The verbs lira, cry, wail, mourn, and tsya, go, do not

always take a prepositional form to express " for "—

balira umufu, they are mourning the dead (Lit. for the dead).

tsya kametii, go for water.

IV. T/u Potential Verb.

The Potential Verb differs little from the Passive. It

need not imply an agent, and when referring to anything

it expresses condition rather than action—

kufutta, to break. - ku/unika, to be broken.

It might well be described as the capable verb, as it is

used in asking and answering questions about the capability

or capable condition of a thing—

(The thing) kirika f is it eatable? hikirika, it is not eatable.

(The bridge) bugendekat is it walk- bugendeka, it is walkable (on),

able (on) ?

Potential verbs are formed by changing the final " a " of

the simple stem to "i" or " e " according to rules (i), (2)

and (4) laid down for the formation of the Perfect tense,

and adding "ka " or " kika."

Note that the verb " kuha " takes the Passive form, and

the verb " kurya " the Causative form.

• V. The Reciprocal Verb.

Reciprocal verbs are formed by affixing "na" or "gana"

to the Simple stem—

bona, see. banana or bonagana, see each other.

yeta, help. yetana or yetagana, help each other.

AU Reciprocal verbs form their perfects in "-ire."
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VI, The Reflexive Verb.

Reflexive verbs are formed by prefixing " i " to the Simple

stem—

kukupa, to strike. kukiuikupa, to strike oneself.

kitgana, to love. kukwigaua, to love oneself.

Many Lumasaba verbs have a reflexive form, but are used

in the ordinary sense—

kukzuitsuba, to swear.

Verbal Affixes.

Lumasaba verbs may be still further modified by the

help of affixes. These affixes are six in number—

-ho, -yo, -kwo, -mu, -ga, -tsaka.

1. The affix " -ho " is used to express—

(«) place near at hand—

ali/10, he is here. , gobolaho, return here.

(b) existence—

kiroho, it exists.

2. The affix M-yo" is used to express place at a distance—

gobolayo, return yonder. irayo, get yourself out of the way.

3. The affix "-kwo " is used to express " on "—

alikwo, he is on (it).

This " kwo " is the preposition ku, on, and 0, it It is

often modified to " ko."

Carefully note the following idiomatic uses of " kwo "—

alikioo tsilomo, he has a judgment (Lit. he has upon him words).

balikwo kimirimu, they have work to do (Lit. they have on them

work).

nywakwo kamalesi katio, drink of this medicine.

hindikiuo kikulya, I have nothing to eat (Lit. I have nothing on me

to eat).

kugendagettdckwo, let us go for (on) a stroll.

4. The affix " -mu " may mean "in," "rest in," and

" motion into " or " out of," according to the meaning of

the verb with which it is used—

birimu, they are in. honamu tsingesi, drive the sheep out.

tsukamu, pour in or into. honeramu tsingesi, drive the sheep

rusamu, pour out. in.
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5. The affix "-ga" is used with wangti, quickly, to

denote urgency—

reraga vrangu, bring quickly. tyaga wangu, kutsye, eat quickly

kolaga wangu, do quickly. that we may go.

6. The affix "-tsaka" is a tense affix, used to denote

continuity—

balikikolatsaka, they will always do it. ukibatsaka, never steal.

When used in conjunction with other affixes, " -tsaka "

always precedes them—

abettakakwo Isilomo, he is always in trouble, or he always has a judgment.

kibetsakamu, it is always in.

CHAPTER X

COMPOUND SENTENCES,

Under this title attention is called to the formation of

sentences that are—

1. Conditional. 4. Purpose.

2. Time. 5. Consequence.

3. Reported speech.

I. Conditional Sentences.

Conditional Sentences are those whose protasis is—

(1) Pure hypothesis. (3) In past time.

(2) In present or future time.

These sentences are formed by the help of the Con

ditional Particles "ni," "oba" or "obanga," and "kali"

or "kale."

The particle " ni " is, as a rule, used with Future tenses ;

"oba" or "obanga" may be used with the) Perfect, Past,

" Not yet," and Future tenses ; " kale " is used with Present

and Past tenses.

Examples—

ninditsya, ndyonago, if I were to go, I should do wrong.

kale nusoma, kale nikoya, if you read, I shall rejoice.

Huliiolana lundi oryo, ndikukona, if you shall right again thus, I shall

drive you away.
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aba or obanga bakola baryo, udibahona, if they did thus, I shall drive

them away.

kale ttalsya, kale nafwa, if I had gone, I should have died.

There is a peculiar and common use of " -banga " in

Lumasaba Conditional Sentences which is also known in

Luganda, though seldom used. It appears to be " nga "

used with the verb ba, be, which takes the pronominal

prefixes—

Far Past.

mbanga uwatsya, if I had gone. mubanga mumwatsya, if you had

tibanga uwatsya, if thou hadst gone. gone.

abanga uwatsya, if he had gone. babanga baba/sya, if they had gone.

kubanga kukwaisya, if we had gone.

This form may be used with Present, Past, and Future

tenses, in sentences of pure hypothesis, in sentences in

which the hypothesis has not taken place, and in sentences

in which the hypothesis may or may not have taken

place—

F. F.—mbanga ulilsya, kale ndyonaga, if I were to go, I should do

wrong.

Pr.—mbanga utsya, kale nonagire, were I to go, I should do wrong.

abanga uwatsya, kale wafwa, if he had gone, he would have

died.

babanga babalsya, bonaga, if they went, they did wrong.

Negative Protasis—

The regular negative form of a verb is used to form a

negative protasis of a conditional sentence, except in the

Far Past tense, when the " -la " with negative participle is

used (the form already dealt with in Chapter VIII., Notes

on Moods and Tenses)—

ndahakutsya. kulaJiakuisya.

ulahakutsya. mulahakutsya.

alahakutsya. balahakutsya.

This form is very often used alone to express " if I had

not," etc ; but it is more correct to use one of the con

ditional particles with it—

obanga ndahakutsya, if I had not gone, or kale ndahakutsya,

or the form—

mbanga ndahukutsya. kubanga kulahakutsya, if we had not gone.

tsibanga tsira hakwitsa, kale tsafvia, if they had not come, they would

have died.
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II. Time Sentences.

The following particles and words are used in the con

struction of time sentences:—"ni," "kyo," "kye," "lwe,"

"bwe," "nga," "mala," "ichi," "anyohera," "ulisa,"

"nlise," "niho."

(i) After.

bwcbamalaktmupa, biruka, after striking him, they fled.

nibamala hulya, batsya, after eating, they went.

(a) Before.

hikanankuhc nga ukirakukola, I shall not give it you. before you

work (Lit. while yon are still to work).

(3) Since.

iche tsanyohcra kwitsa, tsangahire, since they (the cattle) came they

have gone thin.

kyo namukupina hitnubona ia, since I beat him I have not seen him. ,

"lwe" or "bwe" can be used instead of "kyo;" also in the first

sentence we might have kyo tsitsira, tsangahire.

(4) Till, Until.

iindirara ulise ichindigobolera, wait till I return.

kamba ingafu yase ulise ichi kanangobolere, hold my cow until I

return.

aba akiri musoteri toa nabwana ulisa ichi kyatsira Ibulaya, he was

the boy of the bwana until he went to Europe.

Note use of Prepositional verb.

See below for use of " niho."

(5) When.

kioafwira, nitsi, when he died, I came.

hoebalimubona batimuha ingafa, when they see him they will give

him a cow.

bwalitsya ndigobola, when he goes I shall return.

(6) While.

linda hano nga kukiri kutsya ila, wait here while we go yonder.

bafiva nga basirikale bakiriyo, they died while the soldiers were

there.

nkakolatsaka. oryo ngoli (nga uli) hano, don't do so while you are

here.

naUrihanc, umubolere, while he is still here tell him.

(7) Whenever.

buli boakulira ligono lyomwami, walimanya, whenever he heard the

voice of the master, he knew it.

buli kyebatrira Imbale, babakupa, whenever they go to Mbale, they

beat them.
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III. Reported Speech.

Where in English inverted commas would be used when

reporting or quoting words, thoughts,'or fears, we have in

Lumasaba the use of the declinable adverb—

Singular* Plural.

ndi Ituri

uri muri

ari bari

Its meaning may be expressed by the English " thus " ;

" say."

Examples—

ttaloma ndi Kutsye Imbale, I said, " Let us go to Male."

babolera babandu bari Muleke kusolama, they said to the men, " Cease

to fight."

bambasa bari Kuli balahi, they tbink " we are good."

art Una ? what does he say ? bari kina ? what do they say ?

The sentence introduced by the adverb begins with a

capital letter.

It will be found that sometimes " ndi " is used to repre

sent both numbers and all persons.

The particle " nga " is used after verbs of knowing—

kwamanya nga babi, we knew they were bad.

IV. Purpose.

Purpose may be expressed by the Subjunctive alone, or

by the use of " mho." (See below.)

nywa kamalesi uhone, drink the medicine that you may get well.

tsya tikole, go that you may work.

V. Consequence.

Consequence is expressed by the use of " -ri . . . nga,"

by a Causative verb, and by the use of " niho," " nga," and

the verb ama, from—

nangana ari nga namba bibindu, he loved me so that he gave me

things.

iamukupa lugali nga kumwera, they beat him as if to kill him.
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bamupa niho wahva, they beat him so that (and then) he died.

hagala kumubano ukalise, sharpen the knife so that you may cut.

bangupa kiranama kwitsa, they beat me, therefore I came.

Uses of "Niho."

(a) To express "just"

niho nikulya, we are just eating

niho nama kwitsa, we are just arrived.

{b) To express " until."

, ikala niho ngobole, sit down until I return.

Undo niho arere tsinanga, wait until he brings the cloth.

if) To express " when " or " then."

mtm kametsi kaiutubc niho ngaremu f I suppose I may put them in

when the water has boiled ? or I suppose, the water having boiled,

then I may put them in ?

mom male niho tsye?- 1 suppose I may go when I have finished ?

(d) To express " and then."

nyoha urambe kimirinu kyase niho ivisinge, first do my work, and

then wash yourself.

- kutsye imwalo kunoohe, niho kukole, let us go down first, and then

work.

(e) To express " first."

kusome niho, let us read first (Lit. let us read, and then).

if) To express " in order that"

agana kamalesi niho akaftaa, he wants medicine in order that he

might not die.

anjnoe kamaleti niho ahone, let him drink the medicine in order that

he may get well.

Note that with the exception of (a), " niho " is used with

the Subjunctive Mood.

(g) It is used to express the questions " and then ? " or

" aha that ? " referring to some narrative.

niho mwakola Una ? and then, or after that, what did you do ?

niho tditsya hena, after that, where will you go ?

(X) To express the interjection.

leka niho, wait a bit (Lit. leave off (going), and then (we'll go) ).

"Niho" is never used alone to express "until." Such

sentences as " wait until to-morrow," and " wait until I

have eaten," are translated by using the verb "linda"—

linda kumugamba (Lit. wait the morrow).

- linda ndye (Lit. wait that I may eat).
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CHAPTER XI

Adverbs

Although many words in the following lists are not pure

adverbs, their use will be easily understood.

Adverbs 1

It or Una ? ki or kina f when.

hart, now.

hari hart, now at once.

hart Ittno, this day.

kya Zero, to-day.

Ittno, to-day.

mbola, shortly, soon.

ni na hari hosi, even at this

moment.

hingolobe, yesterday. m

litso, the day before yesterday, or

the day after to-morrow.

litse is also used to express

the other day (indefinite).

kumukamba or kumugamba, to

morrow.

sula ivarulire, before dawn (Lit.

when the star "sula" has gone).

ingagi nibesema, dawn.

ingagiyabesentere, break of dawn.

tsingoko tsikoloka, at cock-crow,

i.e. just after break of dawn.

kamamirimiri, early morning (the

uncertain light between dawn

and sunrise).

hatsye bwakyeye, as soon as it is

light (Lit. outside it has gone,

i.e. it is still dark in the house,

but outside the darkness has

gone).

inyanga yarulire, sunrise. .

kttmutiktnyi, in (on) the morning.

About 7 or 8 a.m.

mwiltanginue, at midday.

kumttnu, midday (Lit. sunlight).

kumosi, in the daytime (Lit. day

light).

hangolobe, in the afternoon.

f Time.

inyanga ikana kitgiva, towards

sunset, or towards evening.

hatsye bukana kwirabula, towards

close of day, towards nightfall.

kiro, at night.

bakiri ku mahiga, when still at

the fireside, between 7 and

9 p.m.

kamahiga kanyirtre, when the

cooking-stones get cold, 10 or

11 p.m.

ku kiro kugari, at midnight.

kale, long ago.

kale kale, long, long ago.

kale ni kale, in the beginning,

ever and ever (Past).

biro ni biro, for ever and ever

(Future).

bukya bukya, always, constantly,

daily.

biro byosi, always.

bifuku byosi, daily, constantly.

irala, for ever, for good.

lundi, at another time, at different

times.

lundi, again.

lundi na lundi, again and again.

kimirondu or kimirundi kyenga?

how often.

kimirundu mingi, often (many

times).

bukagottesa, unceasingly.

lutwera, once (lundi understood).

liuikabiri, the second time.

niho, just ; used with the verb

"ama."

Time particles used in conditional

sentences.
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Adverbs of Place.

Note.—The prefix "ha-" of Class X., the initial " i" of

Class III., and the Prepositions "mu" and "ku," mark

Adverbs of Place.

hano, here.

a/to, there (near. to).

hala, there (far).

Ua, there (far), yonder.

kuno, on this place.

kwo, on that place.

kula, on yonder place.

hambi, near.

/iambi aho, just there, near here.

haltyi, far.

host, on the ground, underneath.

innvalo, below,

hanr.ualo, down below.

ingagi, above.

haitgagi, np above.

kungagi, on top.

munda, inside (of living things

only).

mugari, inside.

hagari, in the middle.

ibulafu outside (in the open).

hatsie, outside.

ha luhande, at the side.

ha lubega, at the side.

kundulo, at the side (of road),

side by side.

mu moni, in front.

iburangisi, the leading place when

marching.

injercka, across, beyond.

inyuma, behind.

ingo, at home.

imbungulo, at the other side, or

back of a hill.

ikihttngtilo, behind, the back of a

hill.

hatwera, in one place.

hatayi, the first place.

hatayi or itayi, another place.

handi, another place, elsewhere.

halala, another place.

hahandu host, /tost, or host host,

every place, everywhere.

ha, where (relative adverbial

prefix).

henat where ?.

Adverbs of Manner.

-ryo or -ri, thus (declinable, agree

ing with subject of verb).

-rye I how? (declinable, agreeing

with subject of verb).

mbola, slowly, softly, gently,

loosely.

imbiro, apace.
■wangu, quickly.

■wangu hart,■ at this moment,

immediately.

lubaluba, immediately, at once.

bulahi, well.

bubi, badly.

kinyumanyuma, backwards.

kangikangi, over and over

fri kamani, by force.

tut kisa, by kindness.

bukika, crosswise.

busimanu, lengthwise.

most, in any or every way.

kindi, in another way.

kimonyo, privately, aside.

tikamwima, ungrudgingly.

tikarttnya, uncomplainingly.

irala, truly, verily, utterly.

liana, really.

lugali, loudly.

kungagi, loudly (Lit. on high).

ntbu or mba, possibly,

hitsi, perhaps.

namunga, perhaps.

•enga 1 how many?
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The particles used to form compound sentences of pur

pose and consequence (Chapter X. p. 87) may be defined

as Adverbs of Manner—

nga, as, like as. mho, in order that.

Adverbs of Degree or Quantity.

lutwcra, altogether. is abruptly terminated, it forms

lugali, very much. the adverb " fairly" or "moder-

kakeche, very little, a little. ately, alt mulahi tie, he

ne, but. I When this word follows is good but— i.e. he is fairly

any adjective, and the sentence good.

The reduplicated adjective (Chapter IV. p. 25) may be

used as an adverb of degree.

Notes on Adverbs—

The student is asked to study Chapter X. on Compound

Sentences, and Chapter VIII. on The Use of Auxiliary

Verbs, in order to become quite familiar with idiomatic

methods of forming adverbial expressions of time and

manner.

Infinitives with the preposition " ni " prefixed are used

adverbially—

aloma nikukana, he speaks lovingly.

Any negative infinitive implying " manner " may be used

as an adverb.

Abstract nouns in " bu " may be used adverbially.

Adverbs always follow the word with which they agree.

The following are adverbial phrases :—

ic/iindi, to where I am. . ichikuli, to where we are.

iehyuli, to where thou art. ichimuli, to where vou are.

ichyali, to where he is. ichibali, to where they are.

This "ichi " is sometimes heard " isi " and " iki."
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Declension of the Adverbs "-rye!" (how?) and "-ryo"

or "-ri" (thus).

How?

Person.

S. 1st ttdye

2nd urye

3rd arye .

P. 1st kurye

2nd murye\

3rd barye

S. 3rd kurye

P. 3rd kirye

S. 3rd irye

P. 3rd birye

8.3rd kirye

P. 3rd birye

S. 3rd flrjr

P. 3rd karye

Thus.

ndyo or ndi

uryo or «r»

arj'O or art

kuryo or

muryo or mm

£ar>w or bari

kuryo or ifan

/t/rj'fl or kiri

iryo or iW

tiiryo or /nW

/t/rytf or kiri

biryt or faW

/ir^» or liri

karyo or (far/

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX

X.

XI.

XII.

How?

Person.

S. 3rd lurye

P. 3rd tsirye

S. 3rd karye

P. 3rd burye

S. 3rd birye

P.

S. 3rd kurye

P. 3rd kirye

S. 3rd Afl>7#

P.

S. 3rd kurye

P.

S. 3rd arye

P. 3rd £or)tf

Thus.

luryo or /««■

/j/rj'fl or tsiri

karyo or £<i>v

buryo or i«r»
ft■rj'O or biri

kuryo or

/Wrj"<i or kiri

Karyo ox hart

kuryo or kuri

aryo or a/7

baryo or iar»

CHAPTER XII

PREPOSITIONS, CONJUNCTIONS AND INTERJECTIONS

There are in Lumasaba, as in other Bantu languages, few

prepositions, and this lack is supplied by the use of Verbs,

Prepositional Verbs, and Adverbs combined with the

Variable Preposition.

Prepositions.

kukulisa, up to, to,•a, of (declinable).
-/■, of (declinable).

mu, in,out(prefix or independent).

-mu, out of, among (affix).

km, on, concerning, in addition

to, against, about.

ni, with, together with, by means

of.

hakali, without.

hakali, where there is not (near).

kikav, where there is not (far).

hoi, of, because of, on account of.

kulwa or kuhoi, or kubwa or

tulnoi, for the sake of, on

behalfof, bymeans of, through.

, from, since.

kukula

until.

iehi or iki, to (there where).

ila, to.

zoa, contains the idea "to the

place of—."

haii ha, underneath.

mugarimu inside of, in the midst

of, between.

hatigagi ha, on the top of.

inyumayi, behind (of).

injerekayi, beyond.

mu tnotti mwi, beyond.

kundulo ku, by the side of.
i ■ ni, near to.
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The Variable Prepositions " -i " and " -a " appear fully

declined in Chapters IV. and VI., but are given again here

for convenience.

Class I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX. X. XI. XII.

s. «*'

v.u

hoi

ki

iyi

tsi

ki

bi

li

ki

hoi

tsi

ki

hoi

bi gwi

g*

hi km wi

a

S. wa

P. ba

boa

kya

ya

tsa

kya

bya

lya

ka

hua

ha

ka

hoa

bya gwa ka kwa wa

ba

The adverbial expressions, inchindi, ickyuli, ichyali, or

iklndi, and isindi, are used as prepositions.
ic/u■ttdi, unto or towards me. ic/tyili, but, except, besides.

Note the construction of the following sentences, showing

peculiar use of " mu " and " ku "—

bisala bi mutsu, the trees of the house (Lit. the trees of in the).

bunyasi bwi ktttsu, the grass of the house (Lit. the grass of on the

house).
i

This construction seems common to the Victoria Nyanza

Bantu Group.

The preposition " mu " may be used with different forms

of the same verb to express " into " and " out of"—

utsihona tsingafu mu mugali, drive the cows out of the stall.

utsihonera tsingafu mu mugali, drive the cows into the stall.

This same double meaning appears when " mu " is used

independently, or as an affix with different verbs—

honcra tsingese mu tsti, drive the sheep into the house.

ntsa tsingese mu tsu, drive the sheep out of the house.

rulamu come out. ingiramu, go in.

1. To express time when, " ku " and " mu " are used—

ku kifuko ekyo, on that day.

mu biro bya Herode, in the days of Herod.

2. To localize action, " mu " affixed to a prepositional verb

is, as a rule, used-^

itsu iyikukoleramu, a workshop (Lit. a house to work in).

kikoto kikuliramu, the dining-room.

bagana kulira mu kikoto kyebikalamu, they wish to eat in the drawing-

room.

Note that the sentence " to sleep in a room " is expressed

without the prepositional verb—kikoto kikugonamu. The
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reason for this is that the prepositional use of the verb

implies " to sleep in a room with," and has a meaning of

privacy or shame.

3. To express instrumentality the simple verb with " ni,"

the prepositional, or the causative verb with variable pre

position " -i " attached, may be used—

lima nimbago, dig with a hoe.

limira imbago, dig with a hoe.

• imbago iviiu/imira, a hoe to dig with.

imbago iyiktilimisa, a hoe to dig with.

kumubano kwitttkalira, a knife to cut with.

kumubant kwikukalisa, a knife to cut with.

These four sentences, with the variable preposition, read,

literally, a hoe or knife, of making or causing it to cut

4. In answer to the question Wliere is it? or Where are

theyt it will be well to note the use of " ni" with the verb

" to be." This combination forms the verb " to have "—

kisala kyase kirihena ? or kiri ? \

. . ndinakyo, I hare it (Lit. I am with it).

kiri ni Polo, Polo has it (Lit. it is with Polo).
• halinakyo, he .has not got it ( Lit. he is not with it).

hikiri ni naye, it is not with him.

5. Thepreposition " to " is expressed by the prepositional

verb—

/una, speak. lomera umwami, speak to the chief.

6. To express " on behalf of\" " an one's own responsibility,"

etc, it is possible to use a prepositional verb instead of

Iwi, kulwa, and kubwa—

iukwiiolera wenyene, upon his own responsibility.

Conjunctions.

ni, and. obanga, oba, if.

na, and. njeba, unless, except.

- ne, and, also, then. mba...oba, whether. ..or.

ne, but. newakubcye, neither, nor.

aho, so, then, And so (Lit. there), newakubeye, although.

eba, or. kubanga, for, therefore, because.

oba..Mta, either.. .or. kuba, because.

namunga...namunga, either.. .or, nga, as.

if...or, whether.. .or. nga...ni, like.. .as.

namuhwc.Jtamuhwo, either.. .or, nga...bwe, like...when,

if...or, whether...or.

Of the two conjunctions "ni" and "na," the first is more
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generally used. "Na" is used to connect the numerals up

to a hundred, e.g. kikumi na ndwcra, and when the relative

object is used with the verb " to be "—

ndinaltyo, I have it. balinabyo, they have them.

When the noun object appears, "ni" is used—

ndini kitabo, I have the book (Lit. I am with the book).

The conjunctions " ni," " na," and " ne " may appear at

first sight to overlap, but careful listening to the native will

enable the learner to use them correctly.

There are certain modifications of the " -i " or " -a " when

the conjunction comes before a word with an initial vowel—

ni umwatta becomes nomwana, and the child.

" aho " is used to mark the conclusion of one statement

and the beginning of another.

In such sentences as "go and bring," the subject is

placed after the imperative—

tsya urere. Lit. go that you may bring.

itsa umbolere, come and tell me (Lit. come that you may tell me).

But in such a sentence as "he came and told me," the

narrative tense is used with the first verb, and the ordinary

3rd person singular or plural with the second verb—

nitsa wambolera, he came and told me.

"mba" is sometimes used to express "if"—

mba kaneise kya lero umbolere, if he should come to-day, tell me.

" nga " is often used without a dependent verb, but when

a verb is dependent, it must have " ni-" or "bwe-", prefixed.

Further methods of expressing " if" will be found in

Chapter X., but it will be well to note here | the use of

"oba"and "bwe "with the continuous future to express

" if ever " and " whenever "—

oba nalitsatsaka umulutsaka kikiudu, if ever he should come, give him

the thing.

btoalitsatsaka umuhetsaka kikundu, whenever he shall come, etc.

Interjections.

, Ya I an exclamation of surprise. The " a " is short, with raised

accent.

Ya, wo mayi I used as above.

IVo mayi I or Wo mayiwet mayheeyel an exclamation used in grief.
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Alio! an exclamation used when catching some one at mischief, or to

warn another of danger (Lit. there).

Atot "ah, how's that 1" "now you seel" "there now!" "now

then I " '

In I an exclamation of surprise or anger at neglect of duty.

Wesolot liweso I so 1 " " that is so 1" used to express sympathy,

appreciation, or agreement with some story.
//■, emphatic assent. A very prolonged " i " sound.

- Aa, " no." Two distinct articulations accompanied by a shake of

the head. The first " a " is prolonged, the second very short.

Taweat dawe, " no," " that is not so." A decided negative.

Ta la. This reduplicated form of the negatives particle ta, not,

is sometimes used in denial to express " no, no."

Busa, literally "nothing," but used as "no" to answer such a

question as ulini imbimbayase? busa or ndi bttsa (Lit. I am naked).

SanaI "behold I"

Oryol P. Muryo, " bravo ! " " well done ! "

Oryo I wambeyt, " thanks I "

Rulaho, " get out of that " (Lit. go away from here).

Yeku, " you there." S. and P. alike.

Uwase \

Sakyase I These possessive pronouns are used to call, or for

Wakyefvx | remonstrance. \

Bakyefwe J

Ya waborul is used to express sympathy (Lit. you have seen it). , A

click made at the back of the throat as a sign of consent A click

made by tongue and teeth as a sign of contempt.

Leia mho, "wait a bit" (Lit. wait, and then).

These words are often used in an interjectory

fashion ; and this use is known throughout the

Victoria Nyanza Bantu Group. It is used to
Alundayewe

Mundayaiue
Munda wrwo Y express the speaker's opinion as to the reason

Munda veuvme I °^ certa"n K°°d or bad propensities in another

person : Munda yawe bama kale bakola bulahi,

From their birth they have been good.

Bayot "well then," "now then."

THE END
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